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Abstract

Today, an increasing amount of the functionality traditionally associated with

stationary computers is moving into mobile devices. Furthermore, the number

of applications that retrieve data via networks is increasing in view of the re-

cent growth of video streaming to the browsers, further emphasizing the Quality

of Experience (QoE) requirements of mobile users today. Obviously, QoE de-

mands are not necessarily connected to the fact that the link is mobile, which

puts significant QoS demands onto the mobile systems involved. Consequently,

this requires mobile systems to be flexible and adaptable to meet the QoS de-

mands and cope with dynamic operating environments. Additionally, the rapid

migration towards wireless connectivity and the abundance of mobile devices

has put even greater strain on current wireless access technology designs. The

frequency spectrum is a limited resource and must be efficiently utilized to con-

serve capacity and avoid overcrowding, particularly in densely populated areas.

Hence, new wireless technologies and innovative architectural designs are needed

to manage and to govern the wireless domain. The thesis is about combining

the potential of Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) provided by Cognitive Radio

(CR) with the scalability and fault tolerance capabilities demonstrated by Peer-

to-Peer (P2P) systems. By combining these two technologies, we show that we

can improve the resource utilization in crowded metropolitan areas to ensure

service continuation between local mobile devices with minimal infrastructure

requirements. The aim is to optimize the communication between Cognitive

Radio Devices (CRD) in a Cognitive Radio Network (CRN) according to end-

to-end (e2e) goals and user preferences.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Work every day. No matter what has hap-

pened the day or night before, get up and bite

on the nail.

– Ernest Hemingway

During the past few years we have seen an avalanche effect in the increase

of wireless services and devices. The mobile phones of today resemble more

miniaturized computers incorporating similar versatility and functionality that

was traditionally associated with stationary computers. This however, reveals

new limitations and inflexibilities of the wireless communication technologies.

Traditional designs for wireless technologies are rigid and generally do not cope

well with dynamic environments where flexibility and adaptability is needed to

utilize the available resources efficiently.

Since the amount of electromagnetic spectrum allocated for cellular service

is fixed during the life-time of the source technology it means that operators

have been forced to use very small portions of the available spectrum [41]. By

considering the rate at which the share of wireless devices is increasing and the

customer base is expanding in densely populated areas of the world, overcrowd-

ing in the operating bands is unavoidable. This is valid both in the operating
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

bands specifically allocated for cellular service and also in the free industrial,

scientific and medical bands (ISM). Furthermore, given that the electromagnetic

(EM) spectrum is a limited resource (meaning larger spectrum bands can not

be allocated), this problem is only going to intensify during the coming years.

To amend some of these issues, cognitive radio (CR) has demonstrated great

potential for improving the spectrum efficiency by being able to use whatever

opportunity is available in the EM spectrum. However, building holistic systems

according to Mitola’s initial vision [30] has proven to be a complex endeavor,

given for instance that highly specialized and efficient modulation mechanisms

must be developed to govern the dynamic spectrum access (DSA) of CR.

Additionally, considering the service expectations of mobile users today, the

fundamental limitations and inflexibilities of traditional routing and transmis-

sion protocol designs in Internet must be overcome. These limitations have

become increasingly visible due to the rapid evolution of Internet services and

applications available to mobile devices. The need for flexible solutions to down-

load and share large amounts of data inspired the P2P technologies. Succeeding

the dawn and decline of the P2P-based Napster [17], the rate of development

for P2P systems progressed at a formidable pace, even though the evolution of

these systems has been lined with a motley history especially due to the illegal

distribution of copyrighted material.

Fortunately, the benefits of the P2P concept also extend to a large vari-

ety of legal applications. As a result, a plethora of services based on the P2P

concept are nowadays widely available, e.g., real time and multimedia services,

application-level multicast communication and large-scale data sharing. We can

even notice the convergence of P2P systems and mobile devices with applications

such as Skype [1]. The appearance of P2P systems has changed the characteris-

tics of network traffic in a fundamental way [37]. Modern P2P systems entirely

work as application layer protocols. These systems operate by using edge-node

applications where every edge-node also functions as a server. This reduces the

need for hardware investments at the launch of new applications though it leads

to a growing need for innovative architectures with features like robust routing,

efficient search, authentication, scalability and fault tolerance.

2



1.1. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

1.1 Background and Related work

Today, plenty of papers report on various P2P systems and CRN solutions.

There is therefore a substantial amount of available research results, which in-

vestigates and compares many different P2P systems from the point of view

of, e.g., robustness, search efficiency, scalability, fault tolerance and security

[14,25,37,43].

One of the main research topics for P2P networks is regarding the indexing

system. In general, the P2P indexing is partitioned into three classes (local,

centralized and distributed), each with their own advantages and drawbacks [37].

For instance, the first Gnutella version used a local index where peers only kept

track of their own data and did not have any knowledge of data stored at other

nodes. An important advantage of local index P2P systems is that they are not

limited to a simple key lookup. Unfortunately, this comes at a high cost since

these systems generate large volumes of query traffic with no guarantee that

a match will be found. On the other hand, in the Napster implementation a

single centralized entity was used to keep track of references to data available

on several peers. This approach proved to be significant since it was the first to

demonstrate the P2P scalability that comes from separating the index from the

data itself. The downfall of this approach came when the Napster centralized

indexing server was shut down by the RIAA [9] thus rendering the entire system

inoperable due to a single point of failure.

The most popular approach to date has proven to be the distributed P2P,

where target data reside on several nodes providing so adequate robustness

and fault tolerance. These systems are split into the first (unstructured) and

the second (structured) generation of P2P networks, referring to the routing

geometry [14]. The border between the two types is however becoming less

distinct since most unstructured networks include some form of hierarchical

structure, e.g., regular nodes and supernodes [37]. Whereas the unstructured

P2P networks use flooding and random walks for routing, the structured ones use

a tightly controlled topology and place data objects at specific locations meaning

Distributed Hash Table (DHT). It has been observed that the structured P2P

networks reduce the routing costs and obtain better query performance [18,37].

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Each node only keeps track of a small amount of transport connections to other

nodes, alleviating the impact of large amounts of node arrivals and departures.

The greedy routing approach entails nodes which, independently and from their

relative point of view, calculate the shortest path to the target for a particular

query. The query moves closer to the target with each hop across intermediate

nodes. A few examples are Tapestry, Chord and CAN [37].

Moreover, the CR topic first suggested in [30] has today generated intense re-

search and a substantial number of scientific publications. The common belief is

that software defined CR is destined to revolutionize the wireless communication

technologies in a similar way P2P did with the wired networks. The potential

to improve the spectrum efficiency demonstrated by CR has led to several large

investments in research projects by several well established organizations like:

• Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), initiated the

Standards Committee on Next Generation Radio and Spectrum Manage-

ment (IEEE P1900) [2];

• International Telecommunications Union - Radiocommunication (ITU-R),

focuses on SDR and future CRN standardization [3];

• The European Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI) with focus

on what standards should be developed for SDR and CR [24];

and associations (spanning over a broad area of interests and focuses, e.g., ser-

vice providers, operators, manufacturers, academia and developers), such as [6]:

• SDR ForumTM, the members of which cover commercial, defense and civil

interests. The focus is on activities related to Cognitive Radio (CR),

Cognitive Networks (CN) and Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA).

• Cognitive Networking Alliance (CogNeA), with influential members in the

personal computing, home entertainment, digital imaging and consumer

electronics.

4



1.1. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

• Open Mobile Alliance (OMA), with focus on mobile service enablers to en-

sure service interoperability across devices, geographies, operators, service

providers and networks.

• 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), focuses on producing techni-

cal specifications and technical reports for 3G mobile systems and beyond

(such as Long Term Evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced).

There are many projects all over the world to choose from and to give some

examples a few important research project investments done by the EU in this

area are listed below:

• The European Union (EU) Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) Specific

Targeted Research Projects (STREP) project ”Adaptive Reconfigurable

Access and Generic Interfaces for Optimization in Radio Networks

(ARAGORN)”. The particular focus of this project is on how to apply

methods originating from the artificial intelligence to increase the effi-

ciency and system performance of CR systems and networks. The goal

is to develop a Cognitive Radio Management (CRM) architecture that

interfaces the required components to enable information gathering from

all protocol layers to understand the application Quality of Service (QoS)

requirements. The results reported so far have produced a number of

interesting prototypes [4].

• The EU FP7 STREP project ”Cognitive radio and Cooperative strate-

gies for POWER saving in multi-standard wireless devices (C2POWER)”.

This project aims at investigating, developing and demonstrating how cog-

nition and cooperative strategies can be extended to decrease the overall

energy consumption of mobile devices though still enable the required

performance in terms of QoS. Two techniques are used to increase the

power efficiency of mobile devices, namely cooperative power saving strate-

gies (between neighboring nodes using low power short range communica-

tions) and cognitive handover mechanisms (for selecting the Radio Access

Technology that has the lowest energy demand in heterogeneous environ-

5



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

ments). C2POWER is expected to have impact on emerging standardiza-

tion groups [7].

• The EU FP7 STREP project ”Spectrum and energy efficiency through

multi-band cognitive radio (SACRA)”. The aim is to design and vali-

date new techniques for spectrum and energy efficiency in wireless com-

munications. This is achieved through spectral efficiency (using cognitive

radio techniques in a multi-band scheme) and energy optimization by min-

imizing the number of electronic components, optimizing the architecture

design and minimizing the generated interference (QoS at low power lev-

els) [10].

• The EU FP7 STREP project ”End-to End Efficiency (E3)”. The project

aims at designing and developing prototype and showcase solutions to

guarantee interoperability, flexibility and scalability between existing

legacy and future wireless systems. Other important objectives are to

manage the overall system complexity and to ensure convergence across

access technologies, business domains, regulatory domains and geograph-

ical regions [5].

• The EU STREP FP7 project ”Quantitative Assessment of Secondary

Spectrum Access (QUASAR)”. This project aims at bridging the gap

between traditional CR research and practical implementation by quan-

tifying and assessing the impact on primary users by having secondary

users opportunistically accessing the spectrum [8].

1.2 Motivation

Typically, the research directions in the area of CR are dependent on the user

and network operator demands. The operators have expectations on solving the

complexity of management, security and scalability provisioning, fault tolerance,

fast integration of new technologies as well as attractive business models. This

diversity demands for extensive research in several different areas like, e.g.,

6



1.2. MOTIVATION

signal processing, protocols, networking, architectural design, software and user

satisfaction, i.e., Quality of Experience (QoE).

Furthermore, until now, to avoid overcrowded cells and conserve spectrum,

some of the issues have been addressed through the implementation of numerous

digital data compression techniques. Although, considering the rate at which

the customer base is expanding in regions like Asia and the Middle-east, this

approach is no longer going to suffice. The available electromagnetic spectrum

must be used in a more efficient and flexible way, i.e., through the use of DSA.

The rise of CR allows for new mobile devices to be introduced, which can adapt

on the fly and use whatever resources are available at the moment as well as

filling out spectrum holes in a non-interfering manner [41].

This approach demands for new Base Station (BS) designs, which can in-

corporate CR functionality and increase the spectrum utilization. However, a

number of difficult problems such as:

• Spectrum sensing (identify spectrum holes)

• Spectrum decision (model and characterize data)

• Spectrum sharing (solve conflicts, licensed and unlicensed)

• Spectrum mobility (change communication channel)

must first be overcome to achieve an integrated system that uses the available

spectrum in an efficient way. Since CRNs essentially use low-layer (Link Layer

and Physical Layer) information to improve the performance for radio com-

munication, it is necessary to point out that full control of the lower layers is

often limited due to hidden information of proprietary hardware and software.

A cognitive network generally needs to employ direct communication between

non-adjacent layers in order to ensure functional network operation. It is there-

fore necessary to achieve a functional cooperation among protocols in different

layers for purposes like flow and control over spectrum sensing (radio frequency

(RF) and transmit power output observations), spectrum selection and spec-

trum sharing [12].

7
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By adopting a cross-layer design for CRNs we can exchange information

about parameters at different layers in the protocol stack (in direct clash with

the strict enforced traditional layered approach). Furthermore, since the cross-

layer approach is regarded to be node-centric this means a limited visibility

into the state of other nodes in the network. Consequently, it becomes an

unrealistic goal to achieve optimization of e2e data flows solely by adopting

the cross-layer approach. Hence, collaboration among nodes is vital to improve

the e2e communication performance in a CRN. At present, many hard research

problems still remain to be solved before a holistic systems can be build, as

explained in section 1.4.

1.3 Cognitive Framework

Accomplishing optimization of e2e data flows in a CRN demands for address-

ing many challenges such as sensing and prediction, addressing and routing,

middleware and decision making. Towards this goal a multi-objective optimiza-

tion solution based on the so-called cognitive framework (figure 1.1) has been

suggested [40].

End-to-end Goals

Cognitive Process

Software Adaptive
        Network

Figure 1.1: Cognitive framework.
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1.3. COGNITIVE FRAMEWORK

The cognitive framework is a software framework used to map the high-level

requirements to the underlaying network by using the cognitive process [40].

There are three layers in this framework, which are called ”End-to-end Goals”,

”Cognitive Process” and ”Software Adaptive Network”. The highest layer han-

dles the specification of e2e goals, which are mapped to diverse requirements or

policies for the cognition layer. The cognition layer uses sensors to monitor the

physical network in order to control the software adaptive network.

The top level element, i.e., ”End-to-end Goals”, controls the whole cognitive

process by identifying, prioritizing and weighting the user requirements. The

”Cognitive Process” consists of three components:

• Specification language, to map the high-level requirements into an ad-

equate language for the cognition layer. Different so-called Knowledge

Representation Languages (KRL) can be used for this purpose, e.g., the

Cognitive Specification Language (CSL), as specified in [20,40].

• Cognition layer, which refers to cognition mechanisms like, e.g., Dynamic

Frequency Management (DFM), Software Defined Radio (SDR) and cross-

layer protocol design. DFM allows for adaptive spectrum allocation to

users as a function of time and physical environment. SDR is a class of

reconfigurable radio where the physical layer behavior can be significantly

changed as a consequence of changes in the software, i.e., the same hard-

ware entity can perform different functions at different times. The main

advantages of the SDR are primarily in terms of compactness, power effi-

ciency, ease of upgrading and ability to handle multiple standards (global

mobility). Finally, the cross-layer protocol design refers to a modular ar-

chitecture able to adapt and to optimize the performance across multiple

layers of the protocol stack. The drawback is in the form of protocol

sophistication, the protocols are now required to be able to exchange in-

formation with more protocol layers and adapt accordingly towards per-

formance improvement.

• Network status sensors, which are part of the cognition layer. These sen-

sors are used to provide feedback from the network to the cognitive layer.

9
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By this, patterns and trends in network behavior can be observed and

reported to the cognition layer for consequent actions. The sensors can be

either concentrated to a particular point in the network or decentralized.

Accordingly, special control mechanisms must be developed for informa-

tion collection and transfer to the cognition layer.

Finally, there is a low-level element, ”software adaptive network”, which

consists of a network Application Programming Interface (API) and configurable

network elements. The network API is providing interfacing to the cognition

layer, whereas the configurable network elements may include any controllable

element in the network that is part of a CRN.

The cognitive framework can be implemented in different ways like, e.g.,

centralized, distributed or mixed (hybrid between centralized and distributed).

Every such architecture has specific advantages and drawbacks associated with

it and the trade-offs between these modes of operations need to be considered

when the system is designed. For instance, the most obvious trade-offs for the

centralized and distributed modes are, single-point of failure in the centralized

mode as opposed to increased overhead requirements to maintain the topology

in the distributed mode. In particular, the cognitive process collects relevant

information, does the actual learning and decides on appropriate actions in re-

sponse to the observed network behavior. The cognitive process can widely

vary depending on purpose, amount of data collected and processed, implemen-

tation, performance and other particular conditions. However, there is often a

cost in the form of network strain for communicating network state information

to keep a centralized cognitive process updated. Although, this is necessary to

achieve optimization according to parameters like power, cost and throughput.

The accuracy of the optimization decisions made by the cognition layer (which

is part of the cognitive process) depends on the amount of current network state

information available.
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1.4 Suggested Solution

To manage all the required elements in a coherent and comprehensive way,

a novel architecture for the management of communication in CRNs is sug-

gested in [33]. This architecture is designed at the application layer and aims

at improving the performance for CRN data flows by solving different optimiza-

tion problems according to end-to-end goals (i.e., cost, throughput, delay). A

centralized cognitive process is used to collect network information, which is

partially provided by the network members and partially gathered through the

use of globalized spectrum sensing. This approach relies on a spectrum bro-

ker or Support Node (SN) as the principal component, which means a certain

infrastructure is required for a functional system.

Since the network state is partly reported by the network members, an im-

portant element is the detection of malicious devices. How do we enforce secu-

rity and truthful reporting? Moreover, the capability to improve future decision

making by observing, understanding and learning from current network con-

ditions is another vital topic. Subsequently, a central repository (Historical

Statistics Database) is required to store network status updates as well as a

decision maker with prediction capabilities for correct cognitive decisions based

on recent and stored network state information.

Another important question is the need for a resilient and accurate data

representation that can quickly update to changes in different CRN dimensions

like, e.g., frequency, code, time, geographical space [11]. This is important for

a functional CRN and also to avoid primary user interference. A CRN member

present in the space dimension needs to be represented in all CR dimensions.

For instance, at a given time t, a particular CRD might operate at a particular

transmit power output p and occupy a specific channel c in the frequency domain

[33]. By using a multi-dimensional data representation we can achieve:

• Better visualization of spectrum opportunities (white spaces), which can

be used for maintaining service to current network members and boot-

strapping of new CRDs.

11
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• Better representation of operational parameters for every network mem-

ber, allowing adaptations in one or more CR dimensions in order to main-

tain service.

• Computation of multi-constraint, multi-objective e2e paths for communi-

cation between network members according to e2e goals.

The information must be handled in an efficient and scalable way since the

size of a CRN can rapidly grow with many arriving CRDs requesting service.

Hence, a large number of nodes might have to be coordinated at the same

time. To achieve this, we turn our attention towards peer-to-peer (P2P) sys-

tems. These systems are well-known for providing an efficient platform to de-

velop scalable and robust applications. Hence, to address our needs, we start

by assuming the structured P2P approach of a Content Addressable Network

(CAN) [35].

In its standard implementation, CAN is a distributed Internet-scale hash

table designed to map file names to a specific network location. It is a robust,

scalable and decentralized system designed for efficiently locating data stored

in a DHT [34, 35]. The key space in a CAN is a d-dimensional Cartesian coor-

dinate space, which wraps around the edges of each dimension, thus creating a

d-dimensional torus geometry. Every node in the CAN is identified by a point P

in the key space. Additionally, the node is responsible for its own zone, which is

a rectangular portion of the key space that surrounds the point P . The node has

information about adjacent zones and their responsible nodes. Nodes route mes-

sages in the CAN overlay by using only information about neighboring nodes and

their corresponding zones. In our case, every CAN dimension is represented as

a virtual two-dimensional coordinate grid, hence it becomes a matter of routing

along the shortest path between two points. This can be modified and adapted

to be used as a geometric multi-dimensional data representation, which is part

of the larger CRN architecture suggested in [33]. Different CAN dimensions can

be used to represent every required CR-dimension, e.g., frequency, code, time,

geographical space, as shown in figure 1.2.

It is important to point out that the data representation of the CR dimen-

sions used in our approach is only based on the concept of multi-dimensional
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Figure 1.2: CR dimensions represented as a MD-CAN structure.

CAN geometric structure, meaning it does not conform to the operations of a

regular P2P system. We simply adapt the CAN geometric structure and parts of

its functionality (such as the routing algorithms), to suit our data representation

needs.

An integral part of this approach is to design an efficient and reliable routing

and addressing strategy for the CAN structure, represented as a d-dimensional

Cartesian space. In general, for the CAN P2P system, a greedy routing approach

is recommended where the query moves closer to the target with each and every

hop [32]. Although, from a practical point of view, determining the shortest path

to the destination (in a greedy manner) is not a simple procedure. Nodes only

have information about adjacent neighbors and in a 2-dimensional coordinate

space two nodes are only considered neighbors if their coordinate spans overlap

along one dimension and abut along the other dimension.

In other words, the complexity of the Cartesian space geometric structure de-

picting member nodes increases rapidly with a growing number of users. Many

strategies exist today to determine the shortest path between two CAN points,

all with different advantages and drawbacks. To derive a suitable routing strat-
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egy for the data representation suggested in our CRN framework, we begin by

implementing a CAN (Cartesian space) construction algorithm [34]. This is fur-

ther developed in [32], where different CAN routing algorithms are investigated

and compared through simulation. The concept is later extended in [31], where

a multi-reality approach is used for storing the CRN space dimension (topology)

information to improve the network robustness.

The main research questions addressed in this thesis are therefore focused

on the architectural design for the management of a CRN, data representation

of CR dimensions together with appropriate routing solutions according to e2e

goals and scalability and robustness for the particular CRN. Naturally, since

the management of communication in a CRN consists of large research area and

different topics, many problems remain to be solved, where some of the vital

ones are presented in section 6.1.

1.5 Thesis Outline

Focusing on different aspects of the suggested CRN management solution, four

publications are enclosed as Paper I, Paper II, Paper III and Paper IV. These

papers are presented in chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively.

Each published paper addresses one or more research topics as depicted in

figure 1.3. This figure shows a general CRN network model together with the

focus of the papers. Moreover, a typical communication scenario between two

network members is also illustrated in figure 1.3.

A network member (CRD1-1) may ask to communicate with another net-

work member (CRD3-1) by requesting a communication route (i.e., an e2e path)

from the support node (SN1). The request message contains the unique uni-

versal identification (UUID) of the network member (CRD1-1) that wishes to

communicate together with the destination UUID (depicted as CRD3-1 in the

illustrated example). After checking its CRN member table the support node

(SN1) responds with a message containing a compiled e2e route to the destina-

tion. The e2e route comprises all necessary data to reach the destination, i.e.,
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Figure 1.3: Focus of the included papers.

intermediate CRDs (such as CRD4-1 in the illustrated example) with per hop

channel and power output assignments optimized according to user preferences

(cost, throughput, delay) and environmental constraints.

Paper I, Paper II and Paper IV focus on the MD-CAN operations used for

data representation of CR dimensions and the associated routing algorithms.

The representation is maintained at the SN, defining the positioning of the

particular papers. Paper III on the other hand advances the suggested frame-

work for communication in a CRN, including the architectural design, general

overview of the operational entities and coordination (signaling, data exchange)

between SN and network members (CRDs).

In addition, it is important to mention that the SN also uses spectrum

sensing to gather information on a global scale, i.e., for the entire area the

particular SN is responsible for. This information is complemented with local

sensing information collected by network members in order to keep the MD-

CAN data representation updated and indicate static and dynamic spectrum

opportunities (white spaces) currently available. These opportunities are used

for bootstrapping new CRDs or adapting the operational parameters of current

network members to retain service.

The following section provides a more detailed information about the en-

closed papers.
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Paper I - On the Implementation of a Content-

Addressable Network

Alexandru Popescu, Dragos Ilie, Demetres Kouvatsos, ”Fifth International Work-

ing Conference on Performance Modeling and Evaluation of Heterogeneous Net-

works (HET-NETs)”, 18-20 February 2008, Sweden

The paper aims at finding a suitable P2P network to provide features like ro-

bust routing, efficient search, scalability, decentralization, fault tolerance, trust

and authentication. An investigation of existing approaches for structured P2P

overlay networks is provided, where their advantages and drawbacks are pointed

out. A particular focus is given to the CAN overlay network, considering the

essentials of this approach. Based on this, the paper reports on the implementa-

tion of a CAN simulator. The initial goal is to use the simulator for investigating

the performance of CAN with focus on the routing algorithm. Preliminary re-

sults obtained in the performed experiments are reported as well.

Paper II - Routing in Content Addressable Net-

works: Algorithms and Performance

Alexandru Popescu, David Erman, Markus Fiedler, Demetres Kouvatsos, ”20th

International Teletraffic Congress - Specialist Seminar (ITCSS)”, 18-20 May

2009, Vietnam

(The results of this paper are also presented and referenced in the book

”Overlay Networks Toward Information Networking”, 2010, by Sasu Tarkoma,

pages 103-105 [39])

This paper is closely related to the CAN simulator implementation reported

in [34]. Although in this case, the work is extended with the implementation

and performance investigation of four different CAN Cartesian space routing

algorithms. Each of the implemented routing algorithms uses a different rout-

ing strategy. The reported results show the performance of the four selected
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strategies in terms of efficiency and scalability. Moreover, the performance of

the four algorithms is investigated with the same method as used in Paper I in

order to achieve a common base for comparing the obtained results.

Paper III - A Middleware Framework for Com-

munication in Cognitive Radio Networks

Alexandru Popescu, David Erman, Markus Fiedler, Adrian Popescu and Deme-

tres Kouvatsos, ”International Congress on Ultra Modern Telecommunications

and Control Systems (ICUMT)”, 18-20 October 2010, Russia

The objective of this paper is to advance a new architecture for the man-

agement of a CRN. Accordingly, a number of requirements must be considered

to manage the CRN efficiently. Challenges like data representation for different

CR-dimensions, efficient routing according to e2e goals, opportunistic spectrum

access, spectrum and network heterogeneities and requests for the provision of

diverse Quality-of-Service (QoS) to different applications need to be addressed.

The novel architecture is designed and developed at the application layer

and uses a specific middleware, a set of overlay entities and multi-dimensional

(MD) routing. This disseminates the complexity of communicating in a CRN to

different overlays. A centralized entity called SN is introduced, which provides

important functionality by collecting global network information. This allows

the cognitive process to properly adapt according to the e2e QoS goals of all

network members (CRDs). This would be very difficult without a complete view

of the network topology. The data representation used in this architecture is

based on an adapted MD-CAN geometric structure, thus the routing algorithms

investigated in Paper I and Paper II are used to compute communication paths

between CRDs in the CRN according to e2e goals.

Basically, the suggested management solution is an intelligent wireless com-

munication system, defined to represent a set of algorithms. The goal is to

improve the performance in a CRN by sensing, learning, optimization and adap-

tation.
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Paper IV - A Multi-Reality Approach to CRN

Data Representation

Alexandru Popescu, David Erman, Markus Fiedler and Demetres Kouvatsos,

”1st International Workshop on System and Theory of Cognitive Radio Net-

works (STOCK)”, 20-22 December 2010, China

It is vital that overlay networks continue to work properly despite the pres-

ence of large amounts of churn. Destinations might become unreachable leading

so to invalid paths and routing breakdown. Solutions to tolerate and recover

from these effects need to be investigated and developed. This is especially valid

for our suggested application, where the intended use of the particular overlay

network is a (virtually imposed) CRN data representation with a minimal delay

tolerance. Correct operation of the suggested architecture in [31] hinges on an

accurate representation of the current data for the parameters involved in the

management of CRN.

The paper focuses on how to improve the resilience to churn for CRN in space

dimension. One way to achieve this is to use a multi-reality approach for storing

the space dimension information, that is to say the CRN topology. Several

independent coordinate spaces are maintained with each node in the system,

for every reality, meaning the availability of the particular node is increased

with each additional reality. Since the node is reachable through different paths

in every reality the resilience to churn is significantly improved. Even if the

routing path is broken in one reality the particular node (destination) might

still be reachable in another reality. Typically, multi-realities are used as a way

to reduce path lengths, although another important benefit is the improved data

availability (for our intents that is to say churn resilience).

1.6 Summary

In this chapter we have discussed some of the problems related to the tradi-

tional designs of current wireless communication technologies. As part of a
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novel solution, an innovative approach is suggested where the potential of DSA

provided by CR is combined with the scalability and fault tolerance capabilities

demonstrated by P2P systems. Additionally, some background information is

presented regarding the evolution of both technologies, with the goal to position

their application in the suggested architecture.

Considering the particular research topics of the thesis, four relevant pub-

lications are enclosed as chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5. A complete publication list

consisting of all research papers published so far is provided in Appendix A.
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Chapter 2

Paper I

Publication - is the auction of

the Mind of Man.

– Emily Dickinson
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2.1. ABSTRACT

2.1 Abstract

Over the last years, the Internet has evolved towards becoming the dominant

platform for deployment of new services and applications such as real time

and multimedia services, application-level multicast communication and large-

scale data sharing. A consequence of this evolution is that features like robust

routing, efficient search, scalability, decentralization, fault tolerance, trust and

authentication have become of paramount importance.

We consider in our paper the specific case of structured P2P overlay net-

works with a particular focus on Content-Addressable Networks (CANs). An

investigation of the existing approaches for structured P2P overlay networks is

provided, where we point out their advantages and drawbacks. The essentials

of CAN architecture are presented and based on that, we report on the im-

plementation of a CAN simulator. Our initial goal is to use the simulator for

investigating the performance of the CAN with focus on the routing algorithm.

Preliminary results obtained in our experiments are reported as well.

2.2 Introduction

P2P overlay networks have become very popular over the last years due to fea-

tures that makes them suitable for the development or deployment of new ser-

vices like overlay multicast communication, large-scale data sharing and content

distribution. P2P networks exhibit three fundamental features: self-organization,

symmetric communication and distributed control [10]. Compared to the clas-

sical client-server data sharing, the P2P approach has the characteristics of a

disruptive technology in the sense that it offers the opportunity for aggrega-

tion of very large storage and processing resources while minimizing entry and

scaling costs. The main consequence of this is the presence of a much higher

risk for failures and therefore different methodologies have been developed for

increasing the robustness of P2P networks [10].

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2.3 we provide a short

overview of the state of the art research in P2P systems. This is followed in
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Section 3.4 by a description of how CANs work. Our own implementation of the

CAN routing protocol along with simulation results are described in Section 2.5.

In Section 5.6 we present some brief conclusions and ideas for future work.

2.3 Peer-to-Peer Systems: State of the Art

Some of the most important issues related to P2P systems that must be consid-

ered in the research and design of such systems are concerning naming, routing,

congestion control and security. Other important research issue for P2P net-

works is the indexing system used in a specific P2P network. By an index

we mean a {key, value} pair in the general sense, where the key is a concise

reference (e.g., a name or numerical identification) to a data object and the

value denotes a node or a collection of nodes that either store the data object

or have knowledge of its whereabouts. Indexes are generally partitioned into

three classes, namely local, centralized and distributed. Each of these classes

has own advantages and drawbacks, as it is shown in [12]. A P2P local index

means that a peer only keeps track of its own data and it does not receive any

other reference for data at other nodes, e.g., like in the case of the first Gnutella

version. In a system with centralized index, there is a single server that keeps

track of references to data existent on more peers, as it was the case of Napster.

The most advanced and popular systems are however the ones with distributed

indexes, where pointers to the target data reside on several nodes.

An important mechanism connected to indexing is the search system. There

are a number of search systems existing in today’s P2P networks, which can be

partitioned into two main classes [1, 7, 12,13]:

• Semantic-free systems, which are data-centric. These systems are gener-

ally based on DHTs, which build a mathematical relatioship between the

key and the value in the index. The DHT used induces a specific form

of routing geometry such as Plaxton trees, rings, tori, butterflies, de Bru-

jin graphs and skip graphs. Examples of applications using semantic-free

systems are BitTorrent, e-Mule, Coral Content Distribution Network and
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OceanStore.

• Semantic-based indexes are human-readable (e.g., they can be keywords)

and able to capture object relationships such as those between the docu-

ment name and the data itself. The drawback, in this case, is related to the

fact that scarce data objects may not be found. Examples of applications

using semantic-based indexes are Napster and Gnutella.

If the network uses a DHT substrate, the node identification is typically

mapped on the key space. Additionally, each participating node becomes re-

sponsible for a subset of the key space. In this scenario, searching for a key

becomes similar to routing a message towards a node and we speak about key-

based routing (KBR) or DHT-routing.

There are two main classes of P2P networks with reference to routing sub-

strate or geometry [1]: unstructured networks and structured networks. Un-

structured networks, also called ”first generation” networks, used initially flood-

ing and random walks for routing. More recently, these methods were enhanced

to alleviate the amount of overhead traffic by using super-peers, clustering, se-

lective forwarding or a combination thereof. Examples of such networks are

Gnutella and Kazaa. The unstructured networks have the main advantage in

the form of simplicity but they have several important drawbacks like, e.g., large

routing costs, risk of failure in finding the requested data objects, difficulties in

providing scalability when handling increased rates of aggregate queries or when

the system size increases. On the other hand, structured networks, also called

”second generation” networks, use KBR schemes that reduce the routing cost

and provide a bound on the number of hops required for localizing a target data

item. A good definition of structured P2P networks is that the P2P network

topology is tightly controlled and data objects are placed at specific locations

selected such as to obtain better query performance. Examples of such networks

are Plaxton, Pastry, Tapestry, Chord and CAN [10,12].

Structured P2P systems have an architecture based on using the DHT as

a layer, as shown in Figure 2.1. Information about data objects is determin-

istically placed in this layer, at peers identified by the key of the specific data

object. Keys are mapped by the overlay network protocol to a unique peer in
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the overlay network. The search service is similar to a hash table, in the sense

that {key, value} pairs are stored in the DHT and every participating node

can efficiently retrieve the value associated with a given key. DHT systems

have several advantageous features, e.g.,, decentralization, scalability and fault

tolerance.

Figure 2.1: Structured P2P system with DHT substrate.

The main criticism of structured systems surrounds the issue of peer tran-

sience (i.e., churn), which has a serious impact on the network performance.

Other drawbacks of these systems are significantly higher overheads than those

associated with unstructured systems as well as the lack of support for keyword

searches and complex queries. Because of this, decentralized unstructured P2P

overlay networks seem today to be more popular [10]. However, recent efforts

towards the development of a unification platform for different DHT-systems

are making structured networks more attractive [2, 8]. Such a platform will

provide a KBR-based application programming interface (API) coupled with a

basic DHT service model to easily deploy DHT-based applications.

Another important issue is regarding the query mechanisms used in P2P

systems and ways to optimize them. A query mechanism is used to construct

efficient searches from user input. There are today several query systems, e.g.,

range queries, multi-attribute queries, join queries and aggregation queries, each

of them with own advantages and drawbacks [12]. The challenge is to develop

new models for query optimizations for large networks in the order of thousands
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and tens of thousands of servers and millions of clients [9].

An interesting recent development is also the fact that the border between

unstructured and structured networks seems to become less and less distinct. It

has been found that most unstructured networks evolve to include some form of

structure, typically hierarchical (e.g., regular nodes and supernodes), in order

to enhance their performance [12].

2.4 CAN Essentials

Content-Addressable Networks (CANs) are a robust, scalable, distributed sys-

tems designed for efficient search of data stored in a DHT. The key space of the

CAN is a n-dimensional Cartesian coordinate space. The space wraps around

the edges of each dimension, thus creating a n-dimensional torus geometry. For

the remaining of this paper, we focus on a 2-dimensional coordinate space along

the x, y coordinates with the implicit assumption that the concepts presented

here can be extended to higher dimensions.

Each node in the CAN has an identifier that is mapped to a point P in the

key space. In addition, the node is responsible for its zone, which is a rectangular

portion of the key space that surrounds the point P . Furthermore, the node

has information about adjacent zones and the nodes that are responsible for

them. The nodes are able to route messages in the CAN overlay utilizing only

information about neighbouring nodes and their zones. Since the CAN space

is a 2-dimensional coordinate grid, this becomes a matter of routing along a

straight line. We present our routing implementation in Section 2.5.1.

The construction of a CAN overlay consists of three steps: bootstraping,

finding a zone and joining the overlay routing. These correspond to the func-

tions1Bootstrap, FindZone and JoinRouting outlined in Algorithm 3.

The purpose of bootstraping is to enable the node to find the IP address

1In the pseudocode presented in this paper we use the convention that a procedure name

preceeded by a variable name and a dot indicate a remote function call (e.g., n.Lookup means

that function Lookup runs on node n).
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Algorithm 1: CAN construction

1: S ← Bootstrap

2: c← Rand(S)

3: P ← Rand(X,Y)

4: Z,N ← FindZone(c, P )

5: JoinRouting(N)

6: procedure Bootstrap

7: Contact a DNS server d

8: b← d.Lookup(CAN domain) . bootstrap node

9: c← b.getCanNodes . set CAN nodes

10: return c

11: end procedure

12: procedure FindZone(c, P )

Route join message towards point P via node c

13: Z,N ← p.GetZone . P is in p’s zone

14: return Z,N

15: end procedure

16: procedure JoinRouting(N)

17: Send soft updates to all nodes N

18: end procedure

19: procedure Lookup(domain)

20: Lookup IP address ip associated with domain

21: return ip

22: end procedure

23: procedure getCanNodes

24: return subset of known CAN nodes

25: end procedure

26: procedure getZone

27: Give up half of own zone, Z, to calling node

28: Collect the set N of neighbours to half-zone Z

29: return Z,N

30: end procedure
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of an existing CAN node. The authors of [11] do not insist on a particular

bootstraping procedure, but recommend something similar to Your Own In-

ternet Distribution (YOID) [4]. It is therefore assumed that a Domain Name

System (DNS) lookup of the CAN domain will reveal the IP address of a boot-

strap node. The bootstrap node is used to obtain a set of IP addresses corre-

sponding to active CAN nodes.

Upon succesfull completion of the bootstrap procedure, the joining node

must find its own zone. To do this, it starts by picking randomly the IP address

of a node b from the list supplied by the bootstrap node. This is shown on line 2

of Algorithm 3. The function RAND shown there selects randomly one element

from each set passed into its parameters. On line 3, the function RAND takes

two arguments, X and Y , which are the set of points along the x- and y-axis,

respectively. In this case RAND selects randomly a coordinate along the x-axis

and another one along the y-axis and assignes the values to the point P . P

becomes implicitly the identifier of the joining node.

The next objective of the new node is to find a zone in the CAN, which

contains P . To do this, the new node assembles a join message and then asks

node c to route it towards point P . Upon receiving the join message, node

p, which is responsible for the zone where P belongs, executes the GetZone

procedure. The result of the procedure is the division of p’s zone into two equal

parts, where p keeps one part and relinquishes the other, Z to the new node.

The procedure returns Z along with set of neighbours N responsible for zones

adjacent to Z.

When the new node has found its zone, all nodes in the system send an

immediate update to their neighbours to inform them if any change has occured

in their zone. This is followed by periodic updates update messages where

similar information is exchanged.
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In the case a node leaves the CAN, one of its neighbours takes its zone. Zone

information is then refreshed during periodic routing updates. The absence of

routing messages from a neighbour is taken as indication of a node failure. In this

case a takeover mechanism is initiated. The purpose of the takeover mechanism

is to assign the zone of the failed node to one of its neighbours in a consistent

manner (i.e., preventing several nodes from attempting simultaneously to take

over the zone) [11].

2.5 CAN Implementation

We have implemented the CAN construction algorithm as well as basic routing

functionality and are currently working on implementing the ability to store

data (i.e., values) at CAN nodes.

Our implementation creates a 2-dimensional [0, 1] × [0, 1] coordinate space

for the CAN. The first node to join the CAN becomes the owner of the entire

CAN space and it is assigned the coordinates {0,0}. Additionaly, it is selected

as bootstrap node. This is just a matter of convenience and has no impact on

anything else other than the bootstraping procedure. Each additional node to

be added follows the description of Algoritm 2.

2.5.1 Routing in CAN

As previously mentioned, if the random point P is not located within the zone

owned by the bootraping node, then a join request must be routed through

the CAN. Starting from the bootstrap node, the routing operation is accom-

plished by attempting to follow a straight line through the Cartesian space from

source to destination. This is done simply by greedy forwarding to the neighbor

whose zone extends furthest towards the destination. In a 2-dimensional coor-

dinate space two nodes are neighbors if their coordinate spans overlap along one

dimension and abut along the other dimension.

In our current CAN-implementation, the routing operation always starts
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Algorithm 2: Add node to CAN

1: P ← Rand(X,Y)

2: N ← AddNode(P )

3: JoinRouting(N)

4: procedure AddNode(P )

5: if P ∈ c then . P is in origo node c’s zone

Check if a neighbor of node c, owner of point P has a bigger zone, return biggest to split and

save to p

6: p← c.Plus1Zone(P)

Split p’s zone, either still origo node or one of its neighbors

7: Z,N ← p.getZone . P is in p’s zone

8: else . P is not in origo node c’s zone

Owner of zone where point P lie needs to be found

9: Z,N ←FindZone(c, P )

10: end if

11: return N

12: end procedure

13: procedure Plus1Zone(P)

Compare zone area sizes of current node with its neighbors and return node p with the biggest

zone area

14: return p

15: end procedure

16: procedure FindZone(c, P )

Route returns owner of point P

17: p← c.Route(P) . Route through CAN

Check if a neighbor of node p, owner of point P has a bigger zone, return biggest to split and

save to p

18: p← p.Plus1Zone(P)

19: Z,N ← p.GetZone . P is in p’s zone

20: return Z,N

21: end procedure

22: procedure getZone

23: Give up half of own zone, Z, to calling node

24: Collect the set N of neighbours to half-zone Z

25: return Z,N

26: end procedure

27: procedure Route(P)

Route join message through CAN towards point P via node c, return owner of point P

28: return p

29: end procedure

30: procedure JoinRouting(N)

31: Send soft updates to all nodes N

32: end procedure
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from the bootstrap node located at the origo in the coordinate space. For each

node on the path, the algorithm computes the extremities of each neighbor zone

to find the one with the shortest distance to P along a straight line. For each

neighbor zone the distance to P is computed from eight different points: four of

them are the zone corners and the remaining four are the middle points on each

zone border. The neighbour, whose zone contains the point with the shortest

distance to P , is a candidate for the next hop on the path. To avoid loops,

the algorithm never selects the same node twice. Therefore, if a candidate is

already an intermediate node on the path, the algorithm selects the next eligible

candidate.

When the number of CAN nodes grows, zones become rectangular areas

of different size. In this scenario, there is an increasing probability that the

algorithm will become trapped in a zone where all neighbor nodes are already

intermediate nodes on the path. In such a case the routing algorithm enters

a recovery mode that forces the join message to backtrack its steps one at a

time. For each step back all the neighbors of the node at that particular step

are checked for an alternative path towards the destination. The recovery mode

continues until a valid path is found.

2.5.2 Routing Performance

The performance of the routing algorithm outlined in the previous section de-

pends on how often the algorithm enters the recovery mode. To get preliminary

information of the algorithm performance we have run the two experiments.

In both experiments we start with an empty CAN. Then we add up to 100

nodes to the CAN in the first experiment, and up to 1000 nodes to the CAN in

the second experiment. For each node n to be added we keep a variable an that

counts the number of times the routing algorithm enters the recovery mode for

that node. We run each experiment 100 times and compute the average number

of times each node n enters the recovery mode. We call this statistic mean
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routing failures per node n and we denote it by An. More formally,

An =
1

100

100∑
r=1

an,r (2.1)

where an,r indicates the number of times node n enters recovery mode dur-

ing simulation run r. The plots for An when the number of simulated nodes

is 100 and 1000, are shown in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3, respectively. We can

observe that the performance of the routing algorithm degrades with an increas-

ing number of nodes. This is an indication that our CAN implementation faces

scalability problems unless the routing algorithm improves.

The reason behind the degrading performance is that when the number of

peers increases, CAN zones become smaller. The routing algorithm becomes

more likely to be trapped in a zone with neighbours already visited. In order

to avoid a routing loop, the algorithm backs out incrementally, until it finds a

neighbour not visited previously.
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Figure 2.2: Mean routing failures: 100 nodes over 100 simulation runs.
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Figure 2.3: Mean routing failures: 1000 nodes over 100 simulation runs.

2.6 Conclusions

There is still much work remaing to complete this CAN implementation. It is

imperative to address the routing performance issue in order to improve the

overall scalability of the system. We have recently become aware of a more

efficient way to perform CAN routing [3], based on identification of CAN zones

with binary sequences. We plan to evaluate this algorithm as part of our future

work.

In the long term we would like to move the CAN implementation into a

simulator such as MyNS [5] or OmNeT++ [6]. This will allow us to study CAN’s

performance in the presence of large amounts of churn. Furthermore, we would

like to compare CAN performance to the performance of other structured-based

overlays such as Pastry and Tapestry.
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Chapter 3

Paper II

Results! Why, man, I have

gotten a lot of results. I know several thou-

sand things that won’t work.

– Thomas A. Edison
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3.1. ABSTRACT

3.1 Abstract

Over the last years, virtual networking has evolved towards becoming a dom-

inant platform for the deployment of new services and applications such as

large-scale data sharing, multimedia services, application-level multicast com-

munication. A consequence of this evolution is that features like robust routing,

efficient search, scalability, decentralization, fault tolerance, trust and authen-

tication have become of paramount importance.

Since network virtualization basically represents the process of combining

resources of different types, two distinct aspects stand out. The first aspect

is virtualization of hardware on network entities, while the second being in

essence a virtualized network such as an overlay network. In this context, overlay

networks act as enablers by providing the addressing and routing substrates

needed to implement a virtualized network structure.

In this paper, we focus on the second aspect of network virtualization and

consider the specific case of structured overlay networks with a particular fo-

cus on Content Addressable Networks (CAN). An investigation of the existing

approaches for structured P2P overlay networks is provided, where we point

out their advantages and drawbacks. The essentials of CAN architecture are

presented and based on that, we report on the implementation of a CAN simu-

lator. Our initial goal is to use the simulator for investigating the performance

of the CAN with focus on the routing algorithm. Preliminary results obtained

in our experiments are reported as well. The results indicate that greedy routing

algorithms perform better than non-greedy algorithms.

3.2 Introduction

Over the last years, the Internet has been the place of tremendous technology

success, which now enable larger access to information, provide new ways of

communication among people and organizations and fundamentally change our

way to work and to learn. At the same time, this success is now revealing

the fundamental limitations of the current Internet design, with negative con-
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sequences on future networking applications and services. While many efforts

have been done on the development of new services and applications, little has

been done on deploying these facilities in the Internet at large. The Internet is

simply requested to allow the co-existence of different designs and services in the

same architectural framework. This is however not the best solution. Problems

like, e.g., inappropriate security and trust, inefficient mobility handling, lack of

support for multi-homing and difficulties in the deployment of content-centric

networking, have revealed the need for further efforts to de-ossify the Internet

and to allow users take full advantage of the new applications. For instance,

the well-known difficulties related to the deployment of relatively modest ar-

chitectural changes like IPv6, indicate the strong need for further research and

development efforts to solve these problems.

Network virtualization basically represents the process of combining re-

sources of different types like, e.g., hardware, software, services, into a single

administrative entity. The diverse types of network resources are used in this

case through a logical segmentation of the physical network.

The notion of network virtualization is rather new, and no clear consensus

has been reached on the actual definition of the term. However, two comple-

mentary aspects of the term can be observed in the current literature. The first

aspect focuses on the virtualization of the hardware on network entities, such

as routers and gateways. This type of virtualization has typically been used

to provide virtual server capacity on existing hardware, using software such as

VMware or XEN [3]. In the second aspect, a virtualized network is in essence an

overlay network, which imposes a new networking substrate on top of already

existing ones. The most obvious of this type of virtual network are the P2P

networks that appeared in the late 1990’s. In this paper, we focus on the latter,

overlay network, aspect of network virtualization.

Network virtualization is an interesting solution for addressing the prob-

lem of Internet ossification. Multiple virtual networks may co-exist on top of

a shared substrate. Virtual networks can be implemented by diverse virtual

elements like, e.g., virtual routers connected by virtual links. The recent emer-

gence of high performance processors have had as a consequence that network
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elements like virtualized routers can now be built with performance comparable

to conventional routers at the advantage of greater flexibility.

In this context, overlay networks act as enablers by providing the addressing

and routing substrates needed to implement a virtualized network structure.

Overlay networks, in the form of P2P networks, have become very popular over

the last years due to features that make them suitable for the development or

deployment of new services like overlay multicast communication, large-scale

data sharing and content distribution.

P2P networks exhibit three fundamental features: self-organization, sym-

metric communication and distributed control [9]. The self-organized routing

can be implemented in two ways: in a structured or unstructured fashion. Struc-

tured P2P networks are subject to a logical structure governing the network

formation, and are ofted implemented in the form of Distributed Hash Tables

(DHTs), providing both routing and addressing. One such structured overlay

network is Content Addressable Networks (CANs), combining location and con-

tent in the addressing scheme. This makes it an interesting prospect for use in

virtualized networks, in particular for data-intensive networks. Given this back-

ground, this paper will focus on the performance of routing in a CAN, in order

to evaluate it as an enabler for routing in virtualized networks.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 3.3 we provide a short

overview of the state of the art research in P2P systems. This is followed in

Section 3.4 by a description of how CAN work. Our own implementation of the

CAN routing protocol along with simulation results are described in Sections 3.5

and 3.6 respectively. Finally, in Section 5.6 we present some brief conclusions

and ideas for future work.

3.3 Routing in P2P Systems

P2P systems have been shown to be an efficient platform for developing scal-

able and robust distributed applications. Facilities like diversity of concepts,

direct access among distributed computers, sharing of computer resources by
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direct exchange, self-organizing facilities and decentralized resource adminis-

tration make them very attractive for virtual networking. Today, some of the

most important issues related to P2P systems are related to naming, indexing,

routing, congestion control and security [13].

There are two main classes of P2P networks with reference to the routing

substrate, namely unstructured networks and structured networks [1]. Unstruc-

tured networks, also called ”first generation” P2P networks, use flooding and

random walks for routing. Better solutions have therefore been developed to al-

leviate the large overhead traffic by, e.g., using super-peers, clustering, selective

forwarding or a combination thereof. Typical examples are Gnutella and Kazaa.

The unstructured networks have the main advantage in their simplicity but this

is associated with serious drawbacks like large routing costs and difficulties in

providing scalability when handling increased rates of aggregate queries or when

the system size increases.

On the other hand, structured networks, also called ”second generation”

P2P networks, typically use Distributed Hash Table (DHT) routing schemes to

reduce the routing cost and to provide a bound on the number of hops required

for localizing a target data item [2]. Such systems have important advantages

like, e.g., decentralization, scalability, availability, short routing distances and

fault tolerance. DHT routing is based on the concept of prefix-based routing ini-

tially introduced by Plaxton to accommodate dynamic join/departure of peers

and to provide failure-recovery mechanisms [12]. In other words, structured

P2P networks means that the P2P network topology is tightly controlled and

data objects are placed at specific locations selected such as to obtain better

query performance.

Examples of such networks are Plaxton, Pastry, Tapestry, Chord and CAN,

which are employing different DHT routing algorithms [9, 16]. Graph-theoretic

properties are used to determine and to improve the efficiency of such systems

[8, 14, 15]. Typically, such graphs are of Θ(log n) diameter and show Θ(log n)

degree at each node, where n is the number of peers in the system. CAN

however has a different performance profile, as it chooses the keys from a d-

dimensional Cartesian space, as discussed in Section 3.4. CAN nodes have Θ(2d)
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neighbors and the pathlengths are of Θ(d/4)(n1/d) hops. However, in the case

of logarithmic CAN, i.e., when d = log n, CAN shows similar properties like the

other networks, i.e., Θ(log n) diameter and Θ(log n) degree at each node.

A serious problem of structured systems is related to churn, with serious

impact on the network performance. Other drawbacks are significantly higher

overheads, the lack of support for keyword searches and complex queries. How-

ever, recent efforts towards the development of a unification platform for dif-

ferent DHT-systems are making structured networks more and more attrac-

tive [2, 6, 13]. Such a platform is expected to provide a API based on the KBR

(Key-Based Routing) concept as described in [2], coupled with a basic DHT

service model to easily deploy DHT-based applications.

Another important issue is regarding the query mechanisms used in P2P

systems and ways to optimize them. A query mechanism is used to construct

efficient searches from user input. There are several query systems existing to-

day, e.g., range queries, multi-attribute queries, join queries and aggregation

queries, each of them with their own advantages and drawbacks [16]. The chal-

lenge in this case is to develop new models for query optimizations for large

networks in the order of thousands and tens of thousands of servers and mil-

lions of clients [7].

The fundamental criteria for developing efficient DHT routing algorithms is

to provide the best tradeoff with reference to a set of measures like, e.g., rout-

ing efficiency, resilience to node failure, routing hot spots and geography-based

performance [8, 14, 15]. Other measures like, e.g., minimum resource consump-

tion, are important as well, particularly in the case of mobile ad-hoc networks.

Routing efficiency refers to the best tradeoff of minimizing the routing path-

length in combination with the associated state. Related to this, we have im-

plemented four different CAN routing algorithms and their implementation and

performance is reported in our paper. Resilience to node failures demands for

a rather sophisticated analysis, where diverse aspects need to be analyzed like,

e.g., static resilience, resilience time and cost. Routing hot spots refers to the ef-

ficiency of diverse schemes suggested for solving this problem. Geography-based

performance refers to the analysis of real-world systems as well as developing of
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efficient algorithms to reduce the end-to-end latency.

3.4 CAN Essentials

CAN is a distributed Internet-scale hash table designed to map file names to

a specific network location. It is a robust, scalable, and decentralized system

designed for efficiently locating data stored in a DHT [13]. The key space in a

CAN is an n-dimensional Cartesian coordinate space, which wraps around the

edges of each dimension, thus creating a n-dimensional torus geometry. For the

experiments presented in this paper, we have used a 2-dimensional coordinate

space using the x, y coordinates.

Every node in the CAN is identified by a point P in the key space. Addi-

tionally, the node is responsible for its own zone, which is a rectangular portion

of the key space that surrounds the point P . The node has information about

adjacent zones and their responsible nodes. Nodes route messages in the CAN

overlay using only information about neighboring nodes and their corresponding

zones. Since the CAN space is a 2-dimensional coordinate grid, this becomes a

matter of routing along the shortest path which in this case is a straight line

between two points. The construction of a CAN overlay consists of three steps:

bootstrapping, finding a zone and joining the overlay routing. These corre-

spond to the functions1 Bootstrap, FindZone and JoinRouting outlined

in Algorithm 3.

The purpose of bootstrapping is to enable the node to find the IP address of

an existing CAN node. In the initial proposal of CAN [14], a particular boot-

strapping procedure is not defined, but the authors suggest a solution similar

to that used in YOID [5]. This means that a DNS lookup of a CAN domain

will reveal the IP address of a bootstrap node (a.k.a. rendezvouz point). The

bootstrap node is then used to obtain a set of IP addresses corresponding to

active CAN nodes.

1Procedure names preceded by a variable name and a dot indicate remote function calls

(e.g., n.Lookup means that node n executes the Lookup function).
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Algorithm 3: CAN construction

1: S ← Bootstrap

2: c← Rand(S)

3: P ← Rand(X,Y)

4: Z,N ← FindZone(c, P )

5: JoinRouting(N)

6: procedure Bootstrap

7: Contact a DNS server d

8: b← d.Lookup(CAN domain) . bootstrap node

9: c← b.getCanNodes . set CAN nodes

10: return c

11: end procedure

12: procedure FindZone(c, P )

Route join message towards point P via node c

13: Z,N ← p.GetZone . P is in p’s zone

14: return Z,N

15: end procedure

16: procedure JoinRouting(N)

17: Send soft updates to all nodes N

18: end procedure

19: procedure Lookup(domain)

20: Lookup IP address ip associated with domain

21: return ip

22: end procedure

23: procedure getCanNodes

24: return subset of known CAN nodes

25: end procedure

26: procedure getZone

27: Give up half of own zone, Z, to calling node

28: Collect the set N of neighbors to half-zone Z

29: return Z,N

30: end procedure
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After successfully completing the bootstrap procedure, the joining node must

find its own zone. To do this, the node randomly picks a node b from the list

supplied by the bootstrap node, and a coordinate on the x-axis one on the y-axis

and assigns the values to the point P . P then implicitly becomes the identifier

of the joining node.

The new node then tries to find a zone in the CAN, which contains P . To do

this, it assembles a join message and asks node c to route it towards point P .

Upon receiving the join message, node p, which is responsible for the zone where

P belongs, executes the GetZone procedure. The result of the procedure is the

division of p’s zone into two equal parts, where p keeps one part and relinquishes

the other, Z, to the new node. The procedure returns Z together with the set

of neighbors, N , responsible for zones adjacent to Z.

When the new node has found its zone, all nodes in the system send an

immediate update to their neighbors to inform them if any change has occurred

in their zone. This is followed by periodic update messages where similar infor-

mation is exchanged.

If a node leaves the CAN, one of its neighbors assumes responsibility of

the leaving node’s zone. Zone information is then refreshed during periodic

routing updates. The absence of routing messages from a neighbor is taken as

an indication of a node failure, and a takeover mechanism is initiated. The

purpose of the takeover mechanism is to re-assign the zone of the failed node to

one of its neighbors in a consistent manner, i.e., preventing several nodes from

simultaneously attempting to take over the zone [14].

3.5 Implementation of CAN Routing

We have implemented the CAN construction algorithm as well as several routing

algorithms. Our implementation creates a 2-dimensional [0, 1]× [0, 1] coordinate

space for the CAN. The first node to join the CAN becomes the owner of the

entire CAN space and it is assigned the coordinates {0,0}. Additionally, it is

selected as bootstrap node. This is just a matter of convenience and has no
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impact on anything else other than the bootstrapping procedure.

As previously mentioned, if the random point P is not located within the

zone owned by the bootstrapping node, then a join request must be routed

through the CAN. Starting from the bootstrap node, the routing operation

is accomplished by attempting to follow a straight line through the Cartesian

space from source to destination. This is done by one of the four implemented

CAN routing algorithms explained below. In a 2-dimensional coordinate space

two nodes are neighbors if their coordinate spans overlap along one dimension

and abut along the other dimension. In the current CAN implementation, the

routing operation always starts from the bootstrap node located at the origo in

the coordinate space. For each node on the path, the algorithm computes the

extremities of each neighbor zone to find the one with the shortest distance to

P conforming to the currently used routing algorithm. For each neighbor zone

the distance to P is computed from eight different points: four of them are the

zone corners and the remaining four are the middle points on each zone border.

The neighbor, whose zone contains the point with the shortest distance to P , is

a candidate for the next hop on the path. To avoid loops, the algorithm never

selects the same node twice. Therefore, if a candidate is already an intermediate

node on the path, the algorithm selects the next eligible candidate. When the

number of CAN nodes grows, zones become rectangular areas of different sizes.

In this scenario, there is an increasing probability that the algorithm will become

trapped in a zone where all neighbor nodes are already intermediate nodes on

the path. In such a case the routing algorithm enters a recovery mode that

forces the join message to backtrack its steps one at a time. For each step

back all the neighbors of the node at that particular step are checked for an

alternative path towards the destination. The recovery mode continues until a

valid path is found.

Efficient routing is a critical aspect of every CAN implementation. Today,

a number of CAN routing algorithms are available. The goal of our research

is to implement and evaluate the performance of several important algorithms.

To the best of our knowledge, the routing algorithms can be partitioned as

follows [4, 13–15]:
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• Pythagorean based algorithm

• Greedy forwarding along the x- and y-axes

• Greedy forwarding with shortcut nodes

• Inclination angle based algorithms

• Binary based routing

Out of these, we have implemented and evaluated the performance of the

first four algorithms, which are reported in our paper.

3.5.1 CAN routing algorithm 1: Pythagorean based

algorithm

This algorithm utilizes the Pythagorean theorem, calculating the shortest dis-

tance (hypotenuse) to the destination, as shown in Algorithm 4. This is done

for each and every node along the path, only selecting the nodes with the short-

est distance towards the destination as next hop. Note, however, that the

Pythagorean based straightest path is not necessarily the shortest path.

3.5.2 CAN routing algorithm 2: Greedy forwarding

along the x- and y-axes

This algorithm routes along the x and y dimensions towards the destination,

using the identifiers (x,y coordinates) of the bootstrap node and the joining

node respectively, as shown in Algorithm 5. Reaching the destination becomes

a matter of continuously evaluating the delta value, d, while progressing first

along the x and then y dimensions until the destination identifier is reached.
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Algorithm 4: CAN routing algorithm 1

1: procedure Route(c, P )

Route join message through CAN towards point P via node c, return owner p of point P

2: if P ∈ c then . Is P in c’s neighbors n

3: p← n . Set n as current node p

4: else . P is not in origo node c’s zone

Owner of zone where point P lie needs to be found

5: p← c . Current node is set to p

6: while P 6= p do . Until owner to P is found

Check all neighbors n of current node p for shortest distance to point P

7: d← sqrt((Px2− nx2) + (Py2− ny2))

Px,Py is x,y for point P , nx,ny is x,y for neighbor n

Neighbor n with shortest distance d is next hop on path to destination

8: p← n . New current node p

9: end while

10: end if

11: Point P is in current node p’s zone, return p

12: return p

13: end procedure

3.5.3 CAN routing algorithm 3: Greedy forwarding

with shortcut nodes

This algorithm performs the routing operation in much the same way as the

previous algorithm, however with an important difference. Here the notion of

shortcut zones is introduced, significantly decreasing the path length by min-

imizing the routing distances, as shown in Algorithm 6. The CAN Cartesian

space is equally shared among four nodes in every corner of the grid. Each node

is responsible for a quarter of the Cartesian space. Depending on the identifier

of the new node joining the CAN overlay, the bootstrap node (keeping a list of

all the current shortcut nodes) sends the new joining node to the shortcut node

with the coordinates closest to the joining node identifier.
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Algorithm 5: CAN routing algorithm 2

1: procedure Route(c, P )

Route join message through CAN towards point P via node c, return owner p of point P

2: if P ∈ c then . Is P in c’s neighbors n

3: p← n . Set n as current node p

4: else . P is not in origo node c’s zone

Owner of zone where point P lie needs to be found

5: p← c . Current node is set to p

6: while P 6= p do . Until owner to P is found

7: while Px 6= nx do . Find P ’s x value

Check all neighbors n of current node p for shortest distance to point P ’s, x coordinate

8: d← (Px− nx) . Px, is x for point P

Neighbor n with shortest distance d is next hop on path to destination

9: p← n . New current node p

10: end while

11: while Py 6= ny do . Find P ’s y value

Check all neighbors n of current node p for shortest distance to point P ’s, y coordinate

12: d← (Py − ny) . Py, is y for point P

Neighbor n with shortest distance d is next hop on path to destination

13: p← n . New current node p

14: end while

15: end while

16: end if

17: Point P is in current node p’s zone, return p

18: return p

19: end procedure

3.5.4 CAN routing algorithm 4: Inclination angle based

algorithms

This algorithm routes according to a specific concept based on the inclination

(angle), as shown in Algorithm 7. The angle between the bootstrap node from

where the routing starts and the destination node is first calculated. Then, the

angle to the destination of every node along the path is computed and compared

with the original start to destination angle. The node with the destination angle

closest to the starting angle becomes the next hop on the path towards the desti-

nation. By selecting the next hop with the smallest difference in angle compared

to the original starting angle, the straightest path to the destination should be

achieved. Observe however that the straightest path does not necessarily mean

the shortest path.
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Algorithm 6: CAN routing algorithm 3

1: procedure Route(c, P )

Route join message through CAN towards point P via node c, return owner p of point P

2: if P ∈ c then . Is P in c’s neighbors n

3: p← n . Set n as current node p

4: else . P is not in origo node c’s zone

Check shortcut nodes s of origo node c to find the one closes to point P , set closest as new

current node

5: p← s . Current node is set to p

6: while P 6= p do . Until owner to P is found

7: while Px 6= nx do . Find P ’s x value

Check all neighbors n of current node p for shortest distance to point P ’s, x coordinate

8: d← (Px− nx) . Px, is x for point P

Neighbor n with shortest distance d is next hop on path to destination

9: p← n . New current node p

10: end while

11: while Py 6= ny do . Find P ’s y value

Check all neighbors n of current node p for shortest distance to point P ’s, y coordinate

12: d← (Py − ny) . Py, is y for point P

Neighbor n with shortest distance d is next hop on path to destination

13: p← n . New current node p

14: end while

15: end while

16: end if

17: Point P is in current node p’s zone, return p

18: return p

19: end procedure
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Algorithm 7: CAN routing algorithm 4

1: procedure Route(c, P )

Route join message through CAN towards point P via node c, return owner p of point P

2: if P ∈ c then . Is P in c’s neighbors n

3: p← n . Set n as current node p

4: else . P is not in origo node c’s zone

Owner of zone where point P lie needs to be found

5: dx← (Px− cx) . x for c and P

6: dy ← (Py − cy) . y for c and P

7: d← (dy/dx) . Angle for c and P

8: p← c . Current node is set to p

9: while P 6= p do . Until owner to P is found

Check all neighbors n of current node p for closest angle to destination angle d

10: ax← (Px− nx) . x for n and P

11: ay ← (Py − ny) . y for n and P

12: a← (ay/ax) . Angle for n and P

Neighbor with angle a closest to angle d is next hop on path to destination

13: p← n . New current node p

14: end while

15: end if

16: Point P is in current node p’s zone, return p

17: return p

18: end procedure

3.6 Routing Performance

One of the most fundamental parameters deciding the CAN routing performance

is how often the routing algorithm enters the recovery mode. This in turn,

influences several important parameters like, e.g., routing pathlength, routing

time, and scalability performance. In order to evaluate this, we have done

a number of experiments and evaluated the mean number of routing failures

per node. Accordingly, two experiments have been done for each of the four

implemented routing algorithms. In both experiments we start with an empty

CAN. Then we add up to 100 nodes to the CAN in the first experiment, and

up to 1000 nodes to the CAN in the second experiment. For each added node

n, we keep a variable an that counts the number of times the routing algorithm

enters the recovery mode for that particular node. We run each experiment 100

times and compute the average number of times each node n enters the recovery
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mode. We call this statistic mean number of routing failures per node n and we

denote it by An. More formally:

An =
1

100

100∑
r=1

an,r , (3.1)

where an,r indicates the number of times the node n enters recovery mode

during simulation run r.

The figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the mean number of routing failures per node for

100 nodes and 1000 nodes, respectively. It is observed that the variation of the

plots is highly fluctuative. This is an indication of how well the algorithms are

performing. Low values indicate that fewer errors are encountered while routing

through CAN. If the sought node is found without failure, then this makes

the curve plummet towards zero, thus explaining the appearance of dips in the

graphs. This means that low values are indicative of a well performing algorithm,

where many nodes encounter few errors. On the other hand, a plot with high

values indicates a large amount of nodes encountering errors, indicating bad

routing performance.

Figure 3.1: Mean number of routing failures per node for 100 nodes.

We note that the performance of algorithms 1 (Pythagorean based algo-
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Figure 3.2: Mean number of routing failures per node for 1000 nodes.

rithm) and 4 (Inclination angle based algorithms) are highly dependent on the

number of nodes. This is an indication of scalability problems. On the other

hand, the algorithms 2 (Greedy forwarding along the x- and y-axes) and 3

(Greedy forwarding with shortcut nodes) show good routing performance and,

implicitly, good scalability.

Table 3.1: Mean failures per node.

Algorithm 1 2 3 4

Amax(100) 2.6 0.9 0.4 13.6

Amax(1000) 66.2 9.3 4.3 520

Increase factor 25.6 10.6 11.9 38.3

Table 3.1 shows the maximum of the mean failures encountered by any node

Amax(N) = max{A1, . . . , AN} (3.2)
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where N denotes the maximum number of nodes in the corresponding ex-

periment. By comparing Amax(N) for the different routing algorithms, we im-

mediately recognize that algorithms 2 and 3 display much smaller failures than

algorithms 1 and 4. A badly performing routing algorithm leads to a large

increase in the number of error messages sent back and forth. In other words

a frequently entered recovery mode entails a high degree of mean failures per

node.

By having a closer look at the scaling behaviour of the algorithms observed

in Table 3.1, we can conclude as follows. In the case of a tenfold increase in the

number of nodes (i.e., from N = 100 to N = 1000), the scalability performance

is different depending upon the particular algorithm. For algorithm 1 and 4

a tenfold increase in the number of nodes, entails a respective 26 and 38-fold

increase in the maximum mean failures, indicating clear scalability problems.

Thus leading to the conclusion, that very few nodes can be accommodated by a

CAN employing such a routing algorithm, before a total failure of the network

is encountered. On the other hand, for the same increase in node number,

algorithms 2 and 3 show good scalability opportunities with a roughly 10-fold

increase in the maximum of mean failures.

Furthermore, the constatation that algorithms 2 and 3, outperform algo-

rithm 1 and in particular algorithm 4 is also confirmed by the observed simula-

tion run times. When N = 1000 for algorithms 2 and 3, the run times are in

the order of minutes, though for algorithms 1 and 4, being in the order of hours

and days, respectively.

3.7 Conclusions

Content Addressable Networks are an important part of the overlay approach to

network virtualization. In this paper, we have reported on the implementation

and performance evaluation of several CAN routing algorithms for CAN con-

struction in a virtual space. These are the Pythagorean based algorithm, greedy

forwarding along the x- and y-axes, greedy forwarding with shortcut nodes and

inclination angle based algorithms. Their performance has been evaluated in
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terms of mean failure rate per node and scalability index. These parameters are

highly decisive in the implementation of CAN networks.

Our results show that greedy based algorithms perform much better in a

CAN network than the Pythagorean based algorithm and inclination angle

based algorithm, although the last two algorithms follow the straightest path in

a mathematical sense. These results are also confirmed by the simulations run

times which are correlated with the performance of the specific routing algo-

rithm, e.g., the more routing errors encountered the longer simulation times for

the same number of simulated node joins. Furthermore, as a next step in our

future work we plan on performing several more simulations with an increased

number of added nodes. This will allow us to better estimate the scalability for

each specific algorithm, leading to a more realistic approximation. In the future

we plan to move the CAN implementation into a simulator such as MyNS [10]

or OmNeT++ [11]. Through this we will gain access to the facilities offered by

a complete simulation environment making it possible to study other relevant

parameters, e.g., the CAN’s performance in the presence of large amounts of

churn, scalability, memory requirements. We are also planning to implement

the remaining binary routing algorithm for CAN routing and compare the CAN

performance to the performance of other structured-based overlays such as Pas-

try and Tapestry. Present with the opportunity to investigate the different pros

and cons of CAN we can compared to other structured overlays and routing al-

gorithms. Another important future work is to implement the straightest path

not only in the virtual space but also in a real geographical space, taking into

account several important demands such as minimum end-to-end routing delay.
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Chapter 4

Paper III

A fundamental rule in tech-

nology says that whatever can be done will

be done.

– Andrew Grove
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4.1. ABSTRACT

4.1 Abstract

Cognitive radio networks are expected to address and resolve important opera-

tional challenges such as opportunistic spectrum access, spectrum and network

heterogeneities and requests for the provision of diverse Quality-of-Service (QoS)

for different applications. Accordingly, a number of network functionalities are

required to take into account these challenges towards the efficient manage-

ment of cognitive radio networks. This paper advances a new architecture for

the management of cognitive radio networks. The architecture is designed and

developed at the application layer and incorporates sensing and prediction, ad-

dressing and routing, middleware and decision making.

Accordingly, a number of management functions are required to address the

challenges associated with the management of cognitive radio networks. The

paper provides an analysis of these components as well.

4.2 Introduction

Cognitive Radio Networks (CRNs) are emerging as a viable solution to solve

spectrum shortage problems. By configuring different transmission parameters

(e.g., frequency band, waveform, transmit power) on the fly, wireless networks

resources can be shared with licensed users in an opportunistic manner. Tem-

porarily unused portions available in an n-dimensional space can be identified

and used for communication and consequently exploiting under-utilized spec-

trum portions (so-called ”spectrum holes”). Examples of such dimensions are

frequency, power, time, geographical space, code and angle [1, 2, 9].

A Cognitive Radio Device (CRD) has particular facilities in terms of hard-

ware, software and signal processing, able to adapt and to learn from experience.

The device collects information about the surrounding environment, sensing and

understanding it as well as to actively change the mode of operation to adapt

to the particular environmental conditions. The mode of operation refers to

characteristics like, e.g., frequency, modulation and transmission power. Fur-

thermore, the CRD is requested to be aware of the rules within which it can
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operate fulfilling the needs and privileges of diverse operators and users.

Given the extreme complexity present in the process of CRN management

we suggest a new solution for communication in CRNs, which is based on the

cognitive framework for the control of CRNs described in [17]. The cognitive

framework is a software framework, used to map the high-level requirements to

the underlaying network by using the cognitive process. There are three layers in

this framework, which are called ”End-to-end Goals”, ”Cognitive Process” and

”Software Adaptive Network”. The highest layer handles the specification of e2e

goals, which are mapped to diverse requirements or policies for the cognition

layer. The cognition layer uses sensors to monitor the network. This is further

controlling the software adaptive network. It is important to mention that a

cognitive process can operate in a centralized or distributed way, each of them

with specific advantages and drawbacks.

By using several dimensions in the process of identification, management

and routing the paper advances a new architecture for the management of cog-

nitive radio networks that is implemented at the application layer. Operations

like spectrum sensing, addressing, decision making, routing and handover can

be done in an n-dimensional space and used for knowledge representation and

management of CRNs dimensions, i.e., frequency, power, geographical space,

code and time.

Our solution is conceived to be used in crowded areas to maximize spectrum

utilization and thus service availability, but also in disaster areas or military

operations where no infrastructure is available. A further vision for this archi-

tecture is to be part of future generations cellular phones and networks. Through

implementation at every base station and mobile device, a huge increase in re-

source utilization can be achieved. This would allow users and operators to

efficiently utilize all opportunities in the available spectrum and not solely the

operator allotted bands, hence reducing the probability for blockage in densely

populated cells. The research challenges are on sensing and prediction, address-

ing and routing, decision making and middleware.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the sug-

gested architectural solution together with the main elements involved. The
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MD-CAN system and the associated addressing system used in our architecture

is described in section 3. Section 4 develops on the cognitive engine together

with a pseudocode overview of the operational algorithms. Section 5 provides

the general concept of cognitive routing. In section 6 the main elements of

the multi-dimensional routing and optimization suggested for our solution are

described. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper.

4.3 New Architectural Approach for Commu-

nication in CRN

There are four fundamental operations needed for the management of a cognitive

radio network. These are: Spectrum Sensing, Spectrum Modeling, Spectrum

Sharing and Spectrum Mobility [1, 2, 12]. Basically, the management solution

used in our system is an intelligent wireless communication system, defined to

represent a set of algorithms for the management of CRN operations like:

• Possibility for CRNs to select the transmission spectrum, conditioned on

protecting the transmission of licensed users.

• Need for topology control, as CRNs generally lack centralized support and

the available topology information is rather limited.

• Multi-dimensional transmission and handover, specifically the e2e route

may consist of multiple hops in different channels placed in the n-dimensional

space considered for the management of CRNs.

The goal is to perform communication by sensing, learning, optimization

and adaptation. Our architecture uses a specific middleware, a set of over-

lay entities and multi-dimensional routing. In other words, the complexity of

communication in a CRN is disseminated to different overlays. Furthermore, a

centralized entity called Support Node (SN) is introduced, providing additional

functionality.
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4.3.1 Network Model

The cognitive network is partitioned in a number of so-called Cognitive Radio

Networks (CRNs) as shown in figure 4.1. Every CRN is served by a SN and

contains a number of CRDs. The SN provides the basic support for the cognitive

radio communication of associated CRDs. The following functions are provided

by a SN:

• Collection of information regarding the specific CRN.

• Provision of e2e routing decision to the requesting CRDs for static routing

purposes.

• Provision of bootstrapping support for newly joining unlicensed CR users.

• Provision of intra and inter-routing support among CRDs present in dif-

ferent CRNs.

Figure 4.1: Network model.

Thus far the network model is focused on communication within a single

CRN only. Communication among CRDs belonging to different CRNs is an im-

portant topic of future research. This is because of technological limits given by

the spectrum sensing at devices far away, but also due to the need for exchanging

large amounts of information among SNs.
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The following functions are provided by a CRD:

• Spectrum sensing and collection of information regarding the particular

CRN.

• Provision of e2e routing for a particular communication, which is based

on the e2e routing decision received from the particular SN.

• Provision of e2e routing decision for dynamic routing purposes (in case

the SN compiled e2e path has failed).

• Provision of support for crossing e2e routes, which includes adaptation

facilities, i.e., opportunistic routing.

4.3.2 Basic Scenario

Our architecture is used to control the four fundamental operations in the man-

agement of a cognitive radio network, i.e., spectrum sensing, spectrum decision,

spectrum sharing and spectrum mobility. The architecture can also control

other fundamental operations associated with a CRD like, e.g., in the case of

space mobility. This means that ad-hoc algorithms can be, e.g., combined with

spectrum mobility algorithms to provide an e2e solution for communication.

Collaboration between the CRD and SN is therefore vital and provides us with

all necessary operations for communicating in CRNs.

A typical example scenario of communication between a CRD and a SN is

shown in figure 4.2. A SN is responsible to populate the available free spaces in

a knowledge database for a selected maximum geographical radius [7]. A CRD

wishing to join a specific CRN first needs to contact the responsible SN. Joining

of unlicensed users is done through a scheduler in order to fairly partition the

available spectrum holes, given that these are a limited resource. For bootstrap-

ping purposes a CRD sends a join message to the particular SN requesting an

operational zone (free space). After checking its locally stored MD-CAN entity

for an available operational zone, the SN responds with all necessary data to al-

low the CRD to join the particular CRN. A response contains the following data:
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CAN virtual coordinates, channel assignments, maximum power output, list of

neighboring CRDs and the ID of the CRD itself. If no operational zones are

available, the joining of the CRD is rejected. A CRD is furthermore required to

contact the SN in case adaptations of its operational parameters are necessary.

This can, e.g., happen if an unexpected interferer suddenly appears, forcing the

CRD to adapt in order to retain service. The adaptation data received from the

SN is similar to the bootstrapping data, comprising similar parameters.

In general, the primary operation of a CRD is to sense its operational en-

vironment and be aware of arising conflicts. The collected sensing and control

data is propagated to the SN to update the MD-CAN overlay with current

changes. Having up-to-date information also improves the decision making pro-

cess by compiling statistics for a group of users over a long period of time, i.e.,

learning from experience.

A CRD may ask to communicate with another CRD by requesting a commu-

nication route (i.e., an e2e path) from the SN. The request message sent by the

CRD contains its own unique universal identification (UUID) together with the

destination UUID. After checking its CRN member table the SN responds with

a message containing the CAN cartesian coordinates of the destination CRD

together with a compiled e2e route to reach it. The e2e route comprises all

necessary data to reach the destination, i.e., intermediate CRDs with per hop

channel and power output assignments optimized according to user preferences

(cost, throughput, delay). If the destination is not found in the local CRN, the

responsible SN can contact other support nodes to search for the destination.

However, in case this fails the request will be rejected. If the SN computed e2e

path becomes invalid during an ongoing communication, a CRD can make own

local decisions and adaptations on-the-fly to still be able to forward packets

to the destination. These are made according to user preferences and current

environmental constraints.

Figure 4.2 together with Algorithms 8-10 (section 5) provide an overview of

the needed procedures and operation flow for the scenario described above.

Naturally, the diversity of network configurations and large variations in

the frequency bands makes finding an appropriate e2e path between two CR
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Figure 4.2: Operation flow scenario.

users extremely challenging [13]. To achieve this, we have to consider three

CRN routing categories [1, 2, 13]: static routing with variations in the order of

hours or days, dynamic routing with temporal framings in the order of hours

down to minutes and opportunistic routing (or highly dynamic) with very high

variations in the order of minutes down to seconds. In short, we need to use

a combined routing solution where the Decision Maker overlay uses a static

routing model to locally compile the e2e path. However, if the e2e path becomes

invalid local decisions have to be made by intermediate CRDs (along the path

to the destination), considering dynamic or opportunistic temporal framings.

4.3.3 Cognitive Radio Device

The CRD architecture has the following components: middleware, software de-

fined radio and overlays figure 4.3. Short description of these is as follows.

Middleware

The specific middleware presented in figures 4.3 and 4.4 was originally developed

for seamless handover purposes. This is a software that bridges and abstracts

underlying components of similar functionality, exposing it through a common
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API [8]. The convergence of different technologies is simplified by using an ar-

chitecture based on middleware with various overlays and underlays. This offers

the advantage of flexibility in present and future development of new services

and applications. The main goal was to develop a testbed to facilitate the de-

velopment, testing, evaluation and performance analysis of different solutions

for communicating in CRNs, while requiring minimal changes to the applica-

tions using the platform. In other words, we have a software system with two

sets of APIs, one for application writers and another one for interfacing various

overlay and underlay systems. We can for instance develop applications that

use combinations of arbitrary overlays by having, i.e., one overlay exporting an

API that another overlay can use [8].

Software Defined Radio

The Software Defined Radio (SDR) is a device that provides most of the Radio

Frequency (RF) and Intermediate Frequency (IF) functionality, also including

waveform synthesis into the digital domain [16]. The ability to rapidly adapt

and facilitate fast changeover between multiple SDR physical layers is provided

through integrated physical and network layer capabilities. This enables a CRD

to communicate with other CRDs and SNs.

Figure 4.3: Cognitive Radio Device.
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Overlays

The following overlays are used in the CRD architecture: Control Entity, Spec-

trum Sensing, SN-Communication Entity, Routing and Adaptation.

1) Control entity : this overlay handles the actions related to user control,

context-aware and security facilities. These actions basically refer to in-

forming the SN about user context and service defined preferences as well

as other relevant information for the e2e route computation. In short, this

overlay offers the end user the possibility to take best decisions with the

help of generic models, distributed measurements and data exchange.

2) Spectrum Sensing : in collaboration with the SDR underlay, this overlay

handles the actions related to multi-band operation and fast frequency

scanning, gathering information about spectrum usage. This informa-

tion enables forecasting for licensed and unlicensed users as well as for

the user itself (e.g., user activity, movement prediction). This is a multi-

dimensional process as well. The task demands for solving a number of

difficult research questions like, e.g., hidden primary user problem, de-

tecting spread spectrum primary users, sensing duration and frequency,

cooperative sensing, security.

3) SN-Communication: all communication between the terminal itself and

the support node is handled by this overlay. The communication is done

over a Common-Control-Channel (CCC) and through specific message

types conceptualized to handle all necessary data exchange, e.g., boot-

strap message, adaptation message, update message and CRD communi-

cate message. This overlay is thus responsible for collecting all required

information from the necessary overlays and properly formatting the SN

communication messages before they are sent out on the CCC.

4) Routing : given the precompiled e2e path received from the SN, the routing

overlay is responsible for performing the actual physical routing to reach

the destination. By employing suitable multi-objective, multi-constrained

optimization algorithms the received e2e path is computed for ad-hoc
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packet routing with aggregate throughput. The destination can thus be

reached according to specific QoS framings that depend on the particu-

lar domain and networking conditions. However, own decisions might be

taken by this overlay, adapting to unforseen network changes in the case

the precompiled e2e path is no longer valid.

5) Adaptation: while sensing the operational environment a CRD might dis-

cover that adaptations are needed in one or more CR dimensions in order

to maintain service continuity. Consequently, a request for the necessary

adaptation parameters is sent to the SN. By interpreting the received

response from the SN this particular overlay is then responsible for exe-

cuting all changes to the affected CR-dimensions, e.g., frequency or power,

in collaboration with the SDR underlay.

Figure 4.4: Support Node.

4.3.4 Support Node

The Support Node (SN) (figure 4.4) is a centralized entity providing the follow-

ing functionality:

1) Multi-Dimensional CAN : this is a knowledge database for data represen-

tation of the particular multihop cognitive radio network. By changing
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and adapting parts of a MD-CAN, which is a multi-dimensional exten-

sion of a standard CAN implementation, we have a flexible solution to

suit our particular needs for addressing and communicating in CRNs.

Available operational zones (free spaces) in different CR dimensions like,

e.g., frequency, power, space and code are identified and represented, thus

creating service opportunities for unlicensed users. Obviously, having to

modify the MD-CAN operation to our needs means that it will no longer

conform to standard MD-CAN implementation but rather a geometric

multi-dimensional data representation with limited CAN functionality.

2) Historical Statistics Database: the MD-CAN-stored data is subject to

constant changes, meaning users may come and go, hence changing com-

munication relationships. Therefore, e2e path computations need to be

based not solely on current available operational parameters, but also on

statistics computed over longer time periods for a group of users. Having

the Historical Statistics Database maintaining this data enables the Deci-

sion Maker algorithms to learn from experience and predict future changes

more accurately.

3) Decision maker : this is used for end-to-end (e2e) route computation.

Given the information provided from the MD-CAN and Historical-Statistics

DB overlays, an e2e source-based route can be computed according to user

preferences. The e2e path is computed according to decisions made with

reference to a particular temporal framing and various parameters, e.g.,

QoS/QoE, cost, service availability, security and privacy levels. Different

mechanisms are used in decision making, e.g., context-aware, fuzzy logic,

analytic hierarchy processing [23]. The compiled e2e path is propagated

back to the CRD.

4) CRD-Communication: all communication between the SN itself and the

terminal (CRD) is handled by this overlay. The communication is done

over a Common Control Channel (CCC) and through specific response

types conceptualized to handle all necessary data exchange, e.g., boot-

strap response, adaptation response, update response and CRD commu-

nicate response. This overlay is thus responsible for collecting all required
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information from the necessary overlays and properly format the CRD

response messages before they are sent out on the CCC.

5) Additional functionality provided by the Support Node is, e.g., bootstrap-

ping procedures for joining unlicensed CR users (including a bootstrap

scheduler in order to fairly choose among the CRDs wishing to join the

CRN), keeping the MD-CAN topology consistent through the updates

received from the CRN members, keeping a member list of all current net-

work members and handling inter-domain communication to other support

nodes. The inter-domain communication to other SNs is either done via

the SDR (communicating over the available frequency spectrum with SNs

located nearby), or via the Internet communicating with SNs located far

away.

4.3.5 Common Control Channel

Taking into consideration the dynamic properties of CRNs an out-of-band fre-

quency in the unlicensed spectrum, the so-called Common-Control Channel

(CCC), can be used covering long distances though operating at low rates [1,13].

Replacing the need for large-scale broadcasts over multiple channels, the CCC

must be available to all nodes in the network at all times. It is devised to

minimize the overhead and the need for unnecessary flooding of the network

while communicating with the SN. Furthermore, carrying all control informa-

tion on a single channel eliminates synchronization problems, which otherwise

can arise from having users tuned to different channels. To minimize the risk

of interference we suggest to place the CCC in the unused parts of the UHF

band [4].

4.4 Multi-Dimensional CAN

The suggested architecture demands that the data for e2e path computation and

adaptation for CRN members is stored at the SN. This data is represented with

the help of a MD-CAN and updated by the CR users via the CCC. Member
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nodes only have information about their immediate neighbors. Furthermore,

only affected CRDs send update information to the SN, keeping so the MD-

CAN topology updated. The drawback of this architecture is that a centralized

SN storing global network information indicates a single point of failure. This

problem can later be solved by introducing a number of rendez-vous points (RP)

to take over limited operations of the primary SN in case it fails. The RPs are

well-connected nodes with static holding times with variations in the order of

days and can hence handle bootstrapping and lookup procedures if necessary.

Naturally, in case of primary SN failure the centralized management of available

resources and optimized routing path computations are rendered invalid as well.

As mentioned, part of the CRN communication solution is based on an modi-

fied MD-CAN architecture responsible for addressing and information represen-

tation of a multihop CR-network. In regular CAN implementation, member

nodes have Θ(2d) neighbors and the average path lengths are of Θ(d/4)(n1/d)

hops [7]. CAN is a robust, scalable and decentralized Internet-scale hash table

designed for efficiently locating data stored in a DHT. In general, by adding

a multi-dimensional extension to the standard CAN implementation we gain

the benefit of shorter path lengths at the price of increased number of per-node-

states [7]. Every node keeps track of its neighbors in all neighboring dimensions.

By considering a regular MD-CAN to use for our particular needs, we suggest

a flexible solution for the management of CRNs. Different CAN dimensions

can be used to represent different CR-dimensions like, e.g., space, frequency,

power, code. A vacant position (zone) in a CAN dimension represents a hole in

the particular CR-dimension as a function of time. No regular CAN takeover

mechanisms are invoked for taking over the free zone [7]. This is simply an

available resource that is handed over to the next CR user waiting to join the

CRN and receive service. Naturally, by changing parts of a standard MD-

CAN to our needs, means that it may no longer conform to regular MD-CAN

operation. Instead it can be viewed as a geometric multi-dimensional data

representation and addressing system with limited CAN functionality.

The main operations are:

• To impose a specific network structure over a geographical radius and
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represent its attributes (including free holes) as CAN zones.

• To represent operational parameters per CRD, e.g., data representation.

• To compute a multi-constrained multi-objective e2e path in collaboration

with the Historical Statistics DB for communicating CRDs.

Stored operational parameters for a node in different CR-dimensions are

identified with the Cartesian coordinates n(t) = (x(t), y(t), f(t), p(t)), where

x(t) and y(t) denote the space dimension (we assume a 2-dimensional space,

though a third space dimension might be required for depicting height), f(t)

the frequency dimension (partitioned into channels) and p(t) the power dimen-

sion. All these parameters are functions of time. This means that n(t) can,

at any given time, characterize a CRD occupying the operational zone at coor-

dinates x, y in the space dimension, channel c in the frequency dimension and

using transmission output power p in the power dimension. The defining char-

acteristics of each dimension can also be changed independently of each other.

Optimization can hence be achieved from the perspective of every single CR

user, enabling pro-active adaptation to network changes.

Furthermore, users might need to adapt in one or more CR-dimensions to

keep the location in the space dimension. For instance, a slight change of the

operating frequency or the transmit power output might be required to maintain

a position in the space dimension and thus retain service. An example scenario of

CRD adaptations can be as following: to retain the operational zone < x2, y1 >

in the space dimension an adaptation in the frequency and power dimensions

may be necessary, for instance from: < x2, y1, f4, p5 > to < x2, y1, f9, p3 >.

These adaptations are bounded by t and represented as MD-CAN dimensions.

In other words, this is spectrum mobility represented as a multi-dimensional

adaptation process with the goal of providing smooth and fast transition, with

a minimum of e2e performance degradation [2].

In our approach, the frequency domain is represented as a CAN dimension

named channels. This allows us to depict all available operation opportunities

(channels) in the available frequency spectrum. Depending on the employed

technology, different waveforms are used in the available frequencies enabling CR
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users to exploit the same frequency though at different time slots. The channels

dimension sets an upper limit to the amount of users that can simultaneously

occupy the available spectrum.

Given the spectrum S ⊃ {∆f1,∆f2,∆f3, ......∆fn}, where ∆f1 to ∆fn are

available frequency ranges (in Hz) within the available spectrum S in a partic-

ular SN coverage area, we have the total number Ctot of available channels in a

current SN coverage area:

Ctot = c

(
1

Mkn

n∑
i=1

∆fi

)
(4.1)

where ∆fi indicates available frequency range i within available spectrum S

at current location. Mkn represents the minimum amount of frequency band-

width in Hz (including guard band) required for setting up a communication

channel between two arbitrary CR users k and n. Parameter c denotes the

maximum number of channels that can be set up within the same frequency

range depending on the used waveform.

Moreover, since the frequency spectrum is a finite resource, an upper limit

to the amount of simultaneously serviced CRDs can be reached. In order for

the MD-CAN optimization approach to work, a bounded number of occupants

is required per dimension, i.e., every user has to be represented in every CAN-

dimension. Consequently, the frequency dimension limit is also the upper limit

for the amount of simultaneous occupants in the remaining CAN-dimensions.

Naturally, even though the number of users is bounded in every dimension, it is

still possible for users present in the power dimension to occupy the same power

zone. Meaning, more than one user might need to transmit at the same power

output level for the moment, thus occupying the same power zone but being in

different, e.g., frequency zones (occupying different channels).
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4.5 Cognitive Engine

The cognitive engine is defined to represent a set of algorithms that together

perform sensing, learning, optimization and adaptation control of the CRN [14].

In other words, the cognitive engine is an intelligent wireless communication

system able to continuously:

• Perceive the radio environment in continuous time

• Learn from the radio environment

• Facilitate the communication among multiple users

• Adapt the e2e performance to statistical variations of the radio environ-

ment as well as user preferences and behavior

• Facilitate self-adapting manner for communication

• Solve diverse conflicts among users

• Provide self-awareness

In our case, several operations are performed in sequence by a set of algo-

rithms at every CRD and SN, as shown in figure 4.2. These operations are

outlined in Algorithms 8, 9 and 10.

Algorithms 8 and 9 show the procedures implemented at CRDs whereas

Algorithm 10 the procedures implemented at SNs. A brief description of the

functionality is presented at the begining of every procedure. Procedure names

preceded by a variable name and a dot indicate remote function calls, e.g.,

Csn.SNmain(Ca,Sa,A,Ccrd,Dcrd) means that the current CRD with UUID

Ccrd executes the function SNmain(Ca,Sa,A,Ccrd,Dcrd) on the current SN

with UUID Csn.

Table 4.1 shows the common format (CF) for the used CRD message types

bootstrap message adaptation message, update message and CRD communicate

message used (Algorithm 8 and Algorithm 9). Ca is control data, Sa is sensing
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data, 0 ≤ A ≤ 3 is CRD message type information, Icrd is the ID of the source

CRD and Dcrd is the ID of a destination.

These parameters refer to the following:

• Bootstrap (A=2): the Ca and Sa parameters contain the particular CRDs

sensing and control capabilities. The value of variable A informs the SN

that this is a bootstrapping request from a CRD with ID Icrd. The Dcrd

value is undefined.

• Adaptation (A=1): the Ca and Sa parameters contain newly collected

control and sensing data. The value of variable A informs the SN that

this is an adaptation request from a CRD with ID Icrd. The Dcrd value

is undefined.

• Update (A=0): the Ca and Sa parameters contain newly collected control

and sensing data. The value of variable A informs the SN that this is an

operational parameters update message from CRD with ID Icrd. The

Dcrd value is undefined.

• Communicate (A=3): in this case the Sa parameter is undefined whereas

the Ca parameter contains the minimum bandwidth required for the par-

ticular service Bmin, the upper bound of the minimum required delay

Dmax and the maximum cost allowed Cmax for the particular service.

The value of variable A informs the SN that this is a request from CRD

with ID Icrd to communicate with CRD with ID Dcrd, i.e., send data

there.

All CRDs are assumed to implement the procedures getSensingParam-

eters() and getControlParameters(). These procedures collect all nec-

essary control and sensing parameters, returning them as two separate arrays.

Ca Sa A Icrd Dcrd

Table 4.1: Common format CRD message types.
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Procedure isAdaptationNeeded(Sa,Ca) uses data stored in the returned ar-

rays to determine if adaptations to a CRDs operational parameters are needed,

returning true(1) or false(0).

Given the complexity of the complete routing algorithm, only the basic op-

erations are presented here. Finally, the procedure Communicate() checks if

a CRD wishes to communicate to another CRD in the CRN, returning either 1

or 0.

The Support Node is responsible for handling many important operations,

i.e., providing bootstrapping procedures for arriving unlicensed CR users, keep-

ing the MD-CAN structure consistent and valid through the updates received

from the CRN members, compile statistics for a group of CR users, build up

a Historical Statistics Database over a period of time, compute e2e routes and

handle inter-domain communication to other support nodes handling other CR

user batches. These operations are outlined in Algorithm 10.

Update Da Ccrd

Adaptation

TxPower

Channels

Da CANcoord

NeighborList

Ccrd

Bootstrap

TxPower

Channels

Da CANcoord

NeighborList

Ccrd

Communicate

IntermediateNodes

TxPowerPerHop

Da ChannelPerHop

Dcrd

Ccrd

Table 4.2: SN response message types.

Table 4.2 shows the SN response message types used in Algorithm 10: up-

date, adaptation, bootstrap, communication. All SN response messages are

returned as data-structure Da. The included data is adapted depending on the

particular response type.
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Algorithm 8: CRD Operations

1: CRNmember

2: Csn←SNcommunication(Csn)

3: Sa← getSensingParameters

4: Ca← getControlParameters

5: A← isAdaptationNeeded(Sa,Ca)

6: Adapt(Da)

7: Csn← SNinRange

8: Route(Rp,Ca,Dcrd)

9: BOOL← Communicate

10: procedure CRNmember

Detect SN, collect sensing and control information, communicate with other CRD

11: Csn← 0

12: repeat

13: Csn← SNinRange

14: Csn← SNcommunication(Csn)

15: until 1 6= 1 . endless loop

16: end procedure

17: procedure SNcommunication(Csn)

Handle current SN Csn related operations

18: repeat

19: Saprev ← Sa

20: Caprev ← Ca

21: Sa← getSensingParameters

22: Ca← getControlParameters

23: A← isAdaptationNeeded(Sa,Ca)

24: if Csn← NACK then . SN not responding

25: Csn← 0

26: else

27: if A = 0 then . No adaptations needed

28: if Sa 6= Saprev or Ca 6= Caprev then

29: Update SN if new data

Da← Csn.SNmain(Ca,Sa,A,Ccrd,Dcrd)

30: Da is void, no adaptation required

31: end if

32: end if

33: if A = 1 then . Adaptations needed

34: Da← Csn.SNmain(Ca,Sa,A,Ccrd,Dcrd)

35: Adapt according to data received from SN

36: Adapt(Da) . Adapt CR-dimensions

37: end if

38: if Communicate then

39: A← 3

40: Dcrd← [UUIDtoContact]

41: Rp← Csn.SNmain(Ca,Sa,A,Ccrd,Dcrd)

42: Request e2e path at SN, from Ccrd to

43: Dcrd according to user preferences Ca

44: Route(Rp,Ca,Dcrd)

45: end if

46: end if

47: until Csn = 0

48: return Csn

49: end procedure
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Algorithm 9: CRD Operations (cont.)

1: procedure Adapt(Da)

Adapt CR-dimensions from data in array Da received from SN, including neighbor list

2: i← 0

3: Space← Da(Pi)

4: Power ← Da(Pi+1)

5: Channel← Da(Pi+2)

6: Update list of neighbors from data in array Da

7: end procedure

8: procedure Route(Rp,Ca,Dcrd)

Route packet through CRN from Current CRD Ccrd to Destination CRD Dcrd, via Next-hop

CRD Ncrd of routing path Rp received from SN

9: while Ccrd[Ncrd] = Rp[Ncrd] do

10: Follow path Rp while current CRD next hop

11: corresponds to next hop in routing path

12: if Dcrd 6= Ccrd then . Destination not reached

13: Ccrd← Ncrd . Route to next CRD on path

14: else

15: Destination reached through SN compiled path

16: end if

17: end while

18: while Dcrd 6= Ccrd do . Until destination reached

19: SN compiled path invalid, compile new local path

20: Check current CRD neighbors Ncrd1,n for

21: next hop according to user preferences Ca

22: Ccrd← Ncrd[Ca] . New current node

23: end while

Destination reached via SN or local compiled path

24: end procedure

25: procedure SNinRange(Isn)

Scans for SN, returns the UUID Csn to the closest one

26: while Csn = 0 do . Scan until SN in range detected

27: Csn← [UUIDtoNearestSN]

28: end while

29: A← 2 . Bootstrap mode

30: Sa← [Own sensing capabilities]

31: Ca← [Own control capabilities]

32: Da← Csn.SNmain(Ca,Sa,A,Icrd,Ccrd)

CRD with UUID Ccrd requests to join CRN domain at SN with UUID Csn

33: Adapt(Da) . join CRN

34: return Csn

35: end procedure
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Algorithm 10: SN Operations

1: Da←SNmain(Ca,Sa,A,Ccrd,Dcrd)

2: Da←histStatDB(mdCANgrp,Da,A)

3: procedure SNmain(Ca,Sa,A,Ccrd,Dcrd)

Handle CRD, Bootstrap requests, maintain mdCAN, update Historical Statistics DB

4: if A = 0 then . No adaptation requested by CRD

5: [mdCANupdate] ← [Ca,Sa,Ccrd]

6: Update mdCAN with new data from CRD

7: Da← [Ccrd]

8: end if

9: if A = 1 then . Adaptation requested by CRD

10: [mdCANupdate] ← [Ca,Sa,Ccrd]

11: Update mdCAN with new data from CRD

12: Da←histStatDB(mdCANgrp,Da,A)

13: Update DB with changes in mdCAN user group

14: Da← [CRDadaptations,Ccrd]

15: Search in mdCAN for adaptation opportunity

16: end if

17: if A = 2 then . Bootstrap requested by a new CRD

18: Da← [JoiningData,Ccrd]

19: Find free zone in mdCAN for joining CRD

20: end if

21: if A = 3 then . e2e routing path requested

22: Da← [e2ePathsAvailable]

23: Search mdCAN for possible paths to Dcrd

24: Da←histStatDB(mdCANgrp,Da,A)

25: Request path decision from DB

26: end if

27: return Da

Depending on request type, return bootstrap data, adaptation data, e2e path to another CRD

or no data

28: end procedure

29: procedure histStatDB(mdCANgrp,Da,A)

30: if A = 1 then

31: Build up DB over a time period, compile statistics

32: from the current group of users mdCANgrp

33: Da← [NULL,Ccrd] . No path to return

34: else

35: Decide best path from the received multiple paths

36: in Da, return best discard rest

37: Da← [bestPath(Da),Ccrd]

38: end if

39: return Da

40: end procedure
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• Update: the Ccrd is the ID of the CRD that the response is aimed for.

• Adaptation and Bootstrap: adaptation and bootstrap responses are iden-

tical. The TxPower contains new transmit output power levels, whereas

Channels comprises the channel assignment for the requesting CRD (in-

cluding MAC and physical layer data) [16]. CANcoord contains the carte-

sian coordinates of the newly assigned geographical zone. TheNeighborList

is the updated neighbor table of the requesting CRD. The Ccrd is the ID

to the CRD that the response is aimed for.

• Communicate: the IntermediateNodes includes all intermediate nodes

(CRDs) along the path to the destination.

TxPowerPerHop and ChannelsPerHop contain the adaptations needed

to the transmit power output and channel assignment (including MAC and

physical layer data) for all nodes along the e2e path. These adaptations

are compiled according to user preferences and environmental constraints.

Dcrd is the ID of the destination CRD and Ccrd is the ID of the source

CRD.

The algorithm for selecting the best path i from n available paths (line 37,

Algorithm 10) can be expressed as a weighted utility function F (pi) of three

average global metrics (bandwidth, delay and cost) [24]. The metrics are first

computed for each available e2e path between a particular source and desti-

nation. The obtained values for every path are used as references to compare

against user preferences. In other words, the user determined requirements of

bandwidth, delay and cost (expressed as averages) for a particular e2e path are

weighted against the computed average values of the available paths between the

specific source and destination nodes. The path pi with highest degree of cor-

relation to the user determined preferences is selected and the rest are pruned.

We define the path utility function as being:
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F (pi) = γB max

[(
1− Bpi

Bu

)
, 0

]
+ γD max

[(
Dpi
Du
− 1

)
, 0

]
+ γC max

[(
Cpi
Cu
− 1

)
, 0

] (4.2)

where parameter Bu denotes the minimum average bandwidth required for

a service (path) by the user, and Bpi is the average bandwidth for path i.

Parameter Du is the user determined upper bound of the accepted average

delay for a service (path), and Dpi is the average delay for path i. Parameter

Cu represents the maximum average cost set by the user that is accepted for a

service (path), and Cpi is the average cost for path i.

The suitability of a path is seen from the deviation between the user de-

fined average preferences (for bandwidth Bu, delay Du and cost Cu) and the

corresponding averages for the available paths (Bpi, Dpi and Cpi). The F (pi)

utility function expresses the suitability for path i by weighting deviations of

the considered metrics through the constant parameters γB , γD and γC (for

bandwidth, delay and cost, respectively) [24, 25]. Furthermore, for bandwidth,

the large averages (of the available paths) are normalized to zero whereas for

delay and cost the small averages are normalized to zero. In other words the

more suitable an available path is (according to user preferences), the closer

to zero the utility function F (pi) gets (meaning the less the deviations to user

request are).

4.6 Routing in Cognitive Radio Networks

Considering the large diversity of network configurations and network conditions

together with user activities it is clear that routing in cognitive radio networks

is very challenging [13]. Variations in the available frequency bands may lead

to large variations in the topology and connectivity map of the CRN. Hence,
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finding an appropriate path between a particular source node and a particular

destination node becomes extremely complicated. We can partition the CRN

routing in three categories by considering the activity and holding times of

licensed users as a reference framing [1, 2, 13]:

• Static routing, used given that the holding times of the licensed bands

are relatively static processes, i.e., with variations in the order of hours or

days. Although this shows resemblance to multi-radio multi-channel mesh

networks, there is a need to deal with transmissions over parallel channels

as well as handling interference among licensed users and unlicensed users.

• Dynamic routing, used given that licensed bands are intermittently avail-

able. Smaller temporal framings, in the order of hours down to minutes,

demand for more dynamic routing decisions. The main challenges are to

find stable routing paths able to provide the expected e2e performance

and to define appropriate routing metrics able to capture spectrum fluc-

tuations. The used routing algorithms are in this case similar to those

for wireless ad-hoc networks, i.e., combinations of static mesh routing and

per-packet dynamic routing.

• Opportunistic (or highly dynamic) routing, used because the licensed

bands show very high variations with temporal framings in the order of

minutes down to seconds. This demands for routing algorithms able to

take quick, local decisions. Solutions encompass per-packet dynamic rout-

ing over opportunistically available channels. The routing is adapted in

this case to the particular conditions that exist at a specific time moment.

This type of routing is also called self-aware routing [15].

A combined routing solution is suggested for CRN routing. The Decision

Maker overlay at the SN uses a static routing model to locally compile the e2e

routing path. By having every CRD connecting to the SN and receiving an e2e

path compilation before starting a communication, unnecessary flooding can

be avoided and accurate source-based routing paths can be computed. This

is possible since the information stored locally in the MD-CAN and Historical

Statistics Database at the SN is continuously updated (through the CCC from
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all CRN members) with all vital data to reach requested destinations, including

channel assignment.

The computed path takes into account the available resources, user prefer-

ences, environmental constraints and even predictions of future network adap-

tations. As future work we plan to develop a prediction overlay that can learn

from previous experience and thus perform predictions with increased accuracy

over time. This further improves the e2e path compilations leading to compiled

routes that hold for the expected time period.

After receiving the e2e routing path from the SN, a CRD forwards a packet to

neighbors along the path (through the information written in the packet header).

Due to the approach used for an e2e source-based route compilation in a multi-

hop scenario, there is a risk that a destination becomes unavailable before it is

reached. Packets are then either discarded according to a Time-to-Live (TTL)

counter added to all packets sent on the network or by an intermediate node

having more up-to-date knowledge of the destination availability.

However, if the precompiled e2e path becomes invalid while on route due

to the mobility of CR users (arriving licensed users might push out unlicensed

users that are part of the e2e path, rendering it invalid), local routing decisions

have to be made, adapting the precompiled e2e path according to the particular

network conditions and user preferences, e.g., cost or throughput.

Finally, a way to prioritize between unlicensed users competing for free

spaces needs to be devised. Such a solution can be based on cost (users who

can afford the available spectrum hole to receive service), power (users who can

meet the required power outputs for the available spectrum hole to receive ser-

vice), security level or a balanced approach (several unlicensed users can share

the cost and the available spectrum).
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4.7 Multi-dimensional Routing and Optimiza-

tion

There are three essential parts related to the problem of routing in CRNs. These

are the definition of an appropriate QoS metric for the e2e routing, the path

selection algorithm and the routing algorithm. A particular difficulty in our case

is because an e2e route may involve crossing different spaces, e.g., geographical

space, frequency and power. In general, the path selection problem is viewed as

an optimization problem. A network is in this case represented by a directed

graph G = (N,E) where N is a set of vertices (nodes) and E is a set of directed

links (edges).

Each link is associated with a set of additive QoS metrics (e.g., delay, cost)

and non-additive QoS metrics (e.g., bandwidth). We assume the number of QoS

metrics as being denoted by m. Each link is therefore characterized by a m-

dimensional link weight vector, which consists of m non-negative QoS weights

as components. Accordingly, the QoS measure of an e2e path can be either

additive (e.g., delay) or minimum of the QoS weights along the particular e2e

path (e.g., bandwidth). Problems involving constraints on non-additive metrics

can easily be solved by pruning the links of the graph not satisfying the par-

ticular constraint. On the other hand, additive QoS metrics are more difficult

to handle, and demands for solving sophisticated optimization problems, e.g.,

Multi-Constrained Paths (MCP) optimization problem and Multi-Constrained

Optimal Path (MCOP) optimization problem [6,18].

Since the optimal solutions for such type of problems is NP-complete, heuris-

tics or approximation algorithms will be used. Several popular algorithms con-

sidered in our research are Self-Adaptive Multiple Constraints Routing Algo-

rithms (SAMCRA) [18] and Particle Swarm Optimization [19]. Given the sug-

gested CRN architecture, our focus is on path selection algorithms that can han-

dle multiple constraints (with particular focus on linear constraints) and mul-

tiple objectives (e.g., simultaneous minimal delay and maximum bandwidth).

Furthermore, we are also focusing on the design of multi-dimensional routing

algorithms, able to provide e2e routes along several dimensions, e.g., geographi-
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cal space, frequency and power. Furthermore, the e2e routing algorithms should

cope with dynamic environments, e.g., resource fluctuations, churn. Thus these

algorithms have hard ”realtime” performance demands, meaning they are re-

quested to compute new feasible routes for each link-state update.

Two possibilities for the e2e routing are available, namely either by serial-

izing routing in multi-dimensional space based on a composed QoS metric or

by doing routing in one-dimensional space combined with mapping from the

multi-dimensional space into the one-dimensional space together with the map-

ping of the associated QoS metrics [20–22]. These routing alternatives will be

investigate and compare together with the associated optimization algorithms.

We will furthermore use different traffic models and network conditions in these

experiments, to help us in designing routing and optimization algorithms able

to cope with realistic traffic and networking conditions [5].

4.8 Conclusions

A novel architectural solution has been advanced for the efficient management

of CRNs. The architecture is based on the use of a middleware with a common

set of APIs, a number of overlay entities and a multi-dimensional routing. The

architecture is described with emphasis on the associated research challenges,

such as sensing and prediction, addressing and routing, middleware and decision

making. More specifically, two of the most important elements of this architec-

ture are the solutions adopted for MD-CAN and the CRN routing focusing on

the local modeling of CRN routing in case of e2e path failure.

Future work is two-fold. Firstly, analytical and simulation models will be

devised towards the performance evaluation and validation of the suggested

architecture with a particular focus on the routing mechanisms. Secondly, this

architecture will be implemented and tested using appropriate platforms, under

different traffic conditions [5].
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Chapter 5

Paper IV

Technology presumes there’s

just one right way to do things and there

never is.

– Robert M. Pirsig
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5.1. ABSTRACT

5.1 Abstract

Cognitive Radio Networks (CRNs) are emerging as a viable solution for exploit-

ing the available spectrum and solving overcrowding in the operating bands.

Several dimensions in the process of identification, management and routing

need to be handled to overcome the challenges associated with the manage-

ment of CRNs. A very important topic in achieving an effective and flexible

management solution is related to the data representation of the different CRN

dimensions. Scalability, high tolerance to churn and low latencies in access-

ing the stored data are fundamental characteristics in order to keep up with

the dynamic nature of a mobile environment. Accordingly, to achieve a robust

data representation that can handle all these requirements in an efficient way

we focus our attention on peer-to-peer (P2P) systems. These systems are well

known for providing an efficient platform to develop scalable and robust appli-

cations. Hence, in this paper we investigate using geometric multi-dimensional

data representation and addressing system based on basic CAN functionality.

Results obtained in our experiments are reported, providing useful information

to improve the resilience to churn of our system.

5.2 Introduction

Over the last years we have seen a tremendous increase in the amount of wire-

less services and devices. The mobile phones of today are for instance little

more than miniaturized computers incorporating much the same versatility and

functionality. Obviously, the way in which these devices are used has also been

fundamentally changed, people today are simply used to always being connected

and instantly have access to information.

However, this development is now revealing the fundamental limitations and

inflexibility of current designs for wireless communication technologies. Densely

populated areas already suffer from an overcrowding in the operating bands.

Furthermore, given that the electromagnetic spectrum is a limited resource this

problem is going to intensify during the next few years due to the explosion in
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the amount of mobile devices.

To amend some of these issues CRNs are emerging as a viable solution [13].

By configuring the transmission parameters of a Cognitive Radio Device (CRD),

adaptations can be made to the surrounding environment and exploiting every

part of available spectrum [17].

Furthermore, having devices able to adapt and to learn from experience

opens up for new opportunities. Innovative solutions can be developed to fa-

cilitate the use of mobile devices, which can adapt on-the-fly and use whatever

resources are available at the moment.

Today, mobile operators are forced to utilize very small portions of the avail-

able spectrum, limiting so the number of users that can be serviced simultane-

ously by a single Base Station (BS). This constraint increases the probability

for blockage in densely populated cells. Up to now a solution to increase the

network capacity in highly populated areas has been to introduce additional

picocells [18, 19]. Yet another solution has revealed itself with the emerging of

Cognitive Radio.

By implementing a particular Cognitive Radio architecture, as suggested

in [17], at every base station and mobile device, operators are presented with

an opportunity to increase the resource utilization and reduce so the blockage

probability. An important part of the suggested architecture consists of a highly

modified and adapted Multi-Dimensional Content-Addressable Network (MD-

CAN) [17], which is used for:

• Describing the CRN topology (including free holes represented as CAN

zones).

• Data representation of operational parameters per CRD.

• End-to-end (e2e) path computation for communicating CRDs.

The dimensions we use are space, frequency, power, code and cost. Addi-

tional dimensions can of course be used like, e.g., angle (referring to the beam

direction) and elevation (referring to the height above ground level).
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Consequently, it is very important to have good simulation tools to test and

analyze realistic scenarios. The paper focuses therefore on the implementation

of an adapted multi-reality CAN simulator for use in our suggested CRN ar-

chitecture. Having network members consisting of mobile nodes, a particular

focus is given to the end-to-end (e2e) path computation, availability and routing

success in case of massive amounts of churn. Preliminary results obtained in

our experiments are reported as well as future work and developments.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 5.3 we provide a

short overview and introduction to the MD-CAN data representation. In section

5.4 we discuss the implementation of our multi-reality data-representation for

the CRN space dimension. The simulation results are described in Sections 5.5

and finally, section 5.6 concludes the paper.

5.3 SN data representation

The suggested architecture reported in [17] is used to control the fundamental

operations in the management of a CRN. To achieve this, a centralized entity

called Support Node (SN) was introduced to provide support for the cognitive

radio communication of associated CRDs. The SN also presents the mean to pri-

oritize among unlicensed users competing for free spaces, allowing for scheduling

of resource distribution among arriving unlicensed users.

In short, many vital operations for the functionality of the suggested CRN

architecture are provided by the SN. As such, to cope with these requirements,

the SN needs an optimal way to structure all received information in order

to update and access it quickly. To achieve a robust data representation that

can handle massive amounts of information in an efficient way, we turn our

attention towards peer-to-peer (P2P) systems. These systems are well-known

for providing an efficient platform to develop scalable and robust applications.

In this paper, we are particularly interested in the Content-Addressable Net-

work system and, specifically, the multi-dimensional version of it. In regular

CAN implementation, member nodes have Θ(2d) neighbors and the average
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path lengths are of Θ(d/4)(n1/d) hops (where d is the number of dimensions

and n is the number of nodes) [5]. The key space is an n-dimensional Cartesian

coordinate space that wraps around the edges of each dimension, thus creating

a n-dimensional torus geometry. Nodes in the CAN are responsible for their

own zone (a portion of the key space) and are identified by a point P in the key

space. Additionally, every node has information about adjacent zones and their

responsible nodes that also provides the means to route messages amongst the

CAN member nodes.

By assuming a regular MD-CAN where every node keeps track of its own

neighbors, we have a flexible solution to adapt to our needs. Hence, for data

representation and addressing purposes in a multihop CRN we use a modified

MD-CAN architecture. The addressing data of the CRN is stored at the SN

and represented through an MD-CAN. Different CAN dimensions can be used

to represent different CR-dimensions like, e.g., space, frequency, power, code. A

hole in a CR-dimension at a specific time can be represented as a vacant zone in

a particular CAN dimension. This adapted functionality will no longer conform

to regular MD-CAN operations. It can instead be viewed as a geometric multi-

dimensional data representation and addressing system based on basic CAN

functionality.

Stored operational parameters for a node in different CR-dimensions are

identified with the Cartesian coordinates n(t) = (x(t), y(t), f(t), p(t)), where

x(t) and y(t) denote the space dimension (current CRN topology), p(t) the

power dimension and f(t) the frequency dimension (partitioned into channels,

c← f(t)). All parameters are functions of time, meaning that n(t) can, at any

given time, characterize a CRD occupying the operational zone at coordinates

x, y in the space dimension, channel c in the frequency dimension and using the

transmission output power p in the power dimension [17]. Each dimension has its

own defining characteristics that can be changed independently of each other for

optimization purposes from the perspective of every CR user. Simply put, a user

might need to adapt in one or more CR-dimensions to keep the location in the

space dimension. A CRD wanting to communicate with a particular destination

according to specific QoS constraints always needs to send a path computation

request to the local SN. By having a complete overview of the available resources
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and network topology, the SN can then compute an e2e communication path,

which guarantees the specific QoS constraints of the CRD.

Finding an appropriate path between a specific source and destination in

a CRN is very challenging [6]. Routing is done while having several CR-

dimensions that need to be simultaneously managed by considering the vari-

ations in the available frequency bands and topology. Naturally, due to churn

and node mobility, destinations might become unreachable leading so to invalid

paths and routing breakdown. In other words, we need to devise a way of

improving the success rates of the path computations even in the presence of

massive amounts of churn. One way to achieve this is to use a multi-reality

approach for storing the space dimension information, meaning the CRN topol-

ogy. Multi-realities are generally used as a way to reduce path lengths, though

another important benefit of this approach is the improved data availability.

Several independent coordinate spaces are maintained with each node in the

system for every reality, meaning the content of the hash table is replicated

in each reality. Hence the routing fault tolerance is improved. Structured P2P

systems like CAN have their architecture based on using a distributed hash table

(DHT) layer. The node identification is mapped in this layer (or key space) and

information about data objects is placed at peers identified by the key of the

specific data object [5].

If a destination becomes unavailable in one reality it might still be reachable

in another reality where a different path can be computed. Furthermore, having

member nodes handling a zone (with a different set of coordinates) per reality

means that forwarding a message becomes a matter of choosing the reality

with the shortest distance to the destination. In regular multi-reality CAN

implementation every node is assigned an arbitrarily selected additional zone

in each coordinate space, which is called a reality. However, adapting this

approach to mobile nodes infers the need to account for geographical distances

between the assigned zones (per node) in every particular reality. Hence, a

particular node can only be assigned zones and neighbors that are reachable

from its current geographical location and within its available transmit power

output. For this reason the CAN realities in our approach do not wrap around
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the edges of every dimension to create a torus geometry.

A node in one corner of the CRN space dimension (represented as one di-

mension in the n-dimensional Cartesian coordinate space), might not be able to

handle a zone in another corner of the coordinate space due to practical limi-

tations. The intermediate physical distance between the two might be too far

or the transmit power output might simply not be enough. Because of this, an

approach is chosen where the Cartesian space (for the space dimension) is split

into four equally sized parts.

5.4 Implementing a multi-reality data repre-

sentation for the CRN space dimension

A typical scenario for an e2e path computation begins when a CRD wishes to

communicate with another CRD in the local CRN. The corresponding SN is

first contacted for compiling a valid path between the communicating CRD and

the destination. A lookup in the SNs member table identifies the locations of

both the source and the destination. Once identified, the SN compiles a path

between the two. It starts by checking the available space dimension realities

for a valid path.

For now, the routing path is computed by checking all available space dimen-

sion realities and selecting the one with the shortest distance between source

and destination. The computed path is used by the communicating CRD to

accordingly route its messages to the destination. However, since every mem-

ber node has parameters for every CRN dimension associated with it, we plan

as future work on expanding the functionality of our multi-reality approach to

consider many other factors from all CRN dimensions. This means that the

capability of computing paths is increased according to user preferences and

environmental constraints like maximum power output, cost and throughput.

Naturally, working with a mobile environment entails the need to consider

massive amounts of churn and the impact it has on our suggested management

approach. A general definition of churn is a process that characterizes the
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node arrival and departure in an overlay network. Two types of departures

are possible, either graceful leave or due to node failure. This is an important

phenomenon that usually has serious impacts on the performance of a network,

e.g., routing failures, data inconsistency and increased delay and jitter [14,15].

Furthermore, this also means that networks must be able to tolerate failures

as they occur and be able to recover from their effects. Given a worst case sce-

nario of churn presence, the goal is to implement and evaluate the performance

of several important algorithms to increase the robustness and resilience of our

data representation used for the CRN management. We aim at devising a way

of improving the success rates of the end-to-end (e2e) path computations in our

suggested CRN management approach, even though massive amounts of churn

is present.

In this paper we assume churn to be a global process where nodes join and

leave the network [14,16]. The process of selecting the churned nodes is selected

to be Random uniform among all active nodes. Furthermore, the elapsed time

from when a specific node first joins until its final leave is considered to be a

node lifetime. The global join process is usually modeled by a Poisson process,

whereas the leave process is modeled in different ways depending upon the type

of leave.

In general, after completion of the off time, the churned node rejoins the

network. However, in our case if a node has entered an off state it must rejoin

the network as a new arrival in order to avoid locking down valuable resources.

Hence, once a node has entered the off state its resources are released and

distributed amongst unlicensed users waiting to receive service and be scheduled

by the SN. However, given that in this paper we only consider the worst case

scenarios, when a node enters the off state it not only entails that the end of

its lifetime has been reached but also that no new arrivals are available to take

its place. Naturally, gaps and inconsistencies are then created in the network

leading to routing failures. The goal is to implement and evaluate a multi-reality

CAN construction algorithm for the CRN space dimension through simulation.

By increasing the number of realities and monitoring the fault tolerance for

different network sizes we can conclude the optimal number of realities to use
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depending on the network size.

Having our solution based on an adapted CAN approach means that every

CRD member in the CRN space dimension is identified by a point P and it

is responsible for its own zone. Member nodes only have information about

adjacent neighbors and messages are routed in much the same way as in a regular

CAN implementation. The shortest path from source to destination is selected

and messages are forwarded in a greedy manner [20]. Naturally, the shortest

path is in this case compiled and optimized with regard to user preferences and

environmental constraints [4, 8, 9]. Furthermore, the e2e routing can be done

in a one-dimensional space by mapping the associated QoS metrics from the

multi-dimensional space present in a CRN [10–12].

Our implementation creates a 2-dimensional [0, 1] × [0, 1] coordinate space

for the CRN space dimension. Due to physical constraints of the member CRDs

the dimensions are not wrapped around the edges to create a torus geometry.

Instead, the space dimension spans over a certain geographical area. The coordi-

nate space is populated according to a scheduler to fairly partition the spectrum

holes between the secondary users. In other words, bootstrapping is handled by

the actual SN, which handles requests from unlicensed users wishing to join the

CRN [3,17].

As previously mentioned, the space dimension is split into four equally sized

pieces. Each quarter is maintained throughout every stored reality and the max-

imum spanning radius of every quarter is selected according to predetermined

constraints. All CRDs in each quarter of the Cartesian space are assumed to be

interchangeable, meaning be able to handle whatever zone they are assigned in

that particular area of the coordinate space, as shown in figure 5.1.

When the space dimension has been populated, a fully operational CRN

has been achieved. The network is managed and kept updated with occurring

changes through a number of control algorithms as discussed in [17].
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Figure 5.1: Reality quarters.

5.5 Simulation experiments

In our current implementation we focused on simulating the success rates of

communications occurring after the CRN has been populated. We begin by

simulating a single reality with a predetermined number of nodes n. Once the

coordinate space is populated, 10 nodes are selected to communicate with 10

other member nodes in the network. Although, before communications are

allowed to start a churn percentage p is introduced. Random nodes in the

network (up to the particular churn percentage) are hence rendered inert leaving

the network with obvious inconsistencies.

Two experiments have been made, one with a single simulated reality and

the other with multiple realities simulated. The experiments are run 100 times

each while storing the number of communication failures per run. Each ex-

periment is repeated with increasing number of nodes undergoing churn and

different network sizes. The network size is initiated at 100 member nodes in

the first simulation and is later increased to 250 and 500 nodes for the next

two simulations, respectively. The number of nodes that undergo churn in our
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experiments is set to 10, 25 and 50 percent of the total number of nodes par-

ticipating in the network. The number of communication failures are registered

and the statistical values for each of the performed experiments are computed.

We call this statistic mean number of routing failures and denote it by Rn,p.

The statistic depicts the mean number of routing failures (computed from the

10 attempted communications) per simulated experiment. More formally, we

have:

Rn,p =
1

100

100∑
r=1

ar , (5.1)

where ar indicates the number of routing failures that were encountered

during simulation run r and the corresponding 10 communicating CRDs. The

mean number of routing failures Rn,p is computed for every simulated network

size n together with the corresponding churn percentages p.

Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show the mean number of routing failures over 100

runs and 10 communications per run for network sizes of 100, 250 and 500 nodes,

respectively. Results for both single and multi reality simulations are presented

for each of the simulated network sizes. Each experiment is performed with an

increasing number of realities, as follows: 1, 2, 3, 4, 8. The 95 % confidence

intervals for all simulations are within a few percent of the mean.

We note that the obtained results are highly dependent on the number of

simulated nodes. It is observed that the fault tolerance (resilience to churn)

grows with an increasing number of realities. Although, the number of realities

needed for an acceptable fault tolerance also depends on the network size, which

can observed by comparing the results in figures 5.2-5.4.

Figure 5.2 shows that for a network size of 100 nodes, a number of 3 realities

offers the best tradeoff. In this case, increasing the number of realities to 4 only

improves the fault tolerance slightly and consequently does not motivate the

increased complexity.

However, in the case of network sizes of 250 (figure 5.3) or 500 (figure 5.4)

it is observed that a number of at least 4 realities is preferable for an accept-
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Figure 5.2: Mean number of routing failures over 100 runs and 10 com-

munications per run for 100 nodes.
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Figure 5.3: Mean number of routing failures over 100 runs and 10 com-

munications per run for 250 nodes.
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Figure 5.4: Mean number of routing failures over 100 runs and 10 com-

munications per run for 500 nodes.

able level of churn resistance. The conclusion therefore is that the number of

employed realities has to be increased with a growing number of nodes. Having

50 percent churn in a densely populated network increases the risk of isolating

single nodes. In other words, the probability that all the neighbors of a par-

ticular node undergo churn at the same time increases for a highly populated

network. Naturally, the more populated the network is the more nodes that

undergo churn at the same time, for a particular selected churn percentage.

Furthermore, this increases the node isolation probability.

In our case, we want to use as few realities as possible though at the same

time achieve the best possible fault tolerance. Hence the improved fault tol-

erance (expressed as percentage) over the single reality is calculated with the

formula below and the mean number of failures (over 100 runs and 10 commu-

nications per run) from the simulated experiments shown in Table 5.1.

SN =
Sr,f

S1,f
(5.2)

where N is the number of nodes in the network and SN is the percentage of
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improved fault tolerance (over the single reality scenario) for experiment with

reality number r. The number of realities in our simulation spans from 1 to 8

(with the interval 1, 2, 3, 4, 8), where the percentage of nodes that undergo

churn in each experiments is shown by f . The simulation results from the 8-

reality experiment is used as a reference point for comparing with the rest of

the multi-reality simulation scenarios.

Table 5.1 shows the mean number of routing failures Rn,p for each executed

simulation with corresponding realities and node numbers.

Nodes Churn 1-R 2-R 3-R 4-R 8-R

10 0.58 0.03 0 0 0

100 25 2.59 0.73 0.13 0.1 0.10

50 7.06 4.91 3.94 3.59 2.22

10 0.73 0.04 0 0 0

250 25 2.24 0.55 0.31 0.17 0.04

50 8.14 6.43 5.87 5.23 3.46

10 0.86 0.04 0.01 0.01 0

500 25 1.99 0.70 0.20 0.12 0.09

50 8.65 7.38 6.69 5.88 4.37

Table 5.1: Mean routing failures.

The values in table 5.1 are collected from each of our simulated multi-reality

scenarios, with respect to network size:

As previously mentioned for network sizes of 250 or 500 nodes at least 4 real-

ities are necessary to maintain an acceptable level of churn resilience. However,

there is a tradeoff for increasing the number of realities and improving the route

computation fault tolerance. This comes at the cost of an increased database

size, increased complexity and increased latency for the route computations.

Which leads us to conclude that the suggested approach is mainly suitable for
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static route computations [1, 2, 6].

However, if the licensed bands show very high variations with temporal fram-

ings in the order of minutes down to seconds then opportunistic routing needs

to be considered. The solutions encompass per-packet dynamic routing over

opportunistically available channels, which in other words allows no guarantees

to be given for user QoS (Quality of Service) requests. These self-aware routing

decisions can on the other hand be made locally by the affected CRDs, allowing

instant adaptations to the particular conditions that exist at a specific time [7].

We strive to achieve the best tradeoff between route computation, fault

tolerance and increased complexity. The number of realities required for an

acceptable fault tolerance to the actual network size must be determined in

order to properly dimension the system. Therefore, the scenario displaying

values as close as possible to the reference values (of the 8-reality scenario) at a

low number of realities is selected, simply for offering the best tradeoff. Having

8 realities or more obviously provides the best fault tolerance though at the cost

of high computational latency. In other words, that many realities would not

be suitable for real life implementation in a mobile environment, which is the

reason we only use it as a reference point.

5.6 Conclusions

In this paper we reported on the implementation and performance evaluation

of an adapted multi-reality CAN simulator, used as data representation for a

CRN architecture. The paper focused on increasing the e2e path computation

fault tolerance in the case of massive amounts of churn. The performance has

been evaluated in terms of mean number of failures per experiment with corre-

sponding realities and node numbers. The tradeoff for increasing the number of

realities comes at the cost of an increased database size, increased complexity

and increased latency for route computations. Our results allow us to select the

best tradeoff between the number of realities and increased complexity for the

simulated experiments.
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As future work we plan on extending the functionality of our multi-reality

approach to use parameters from all CRN dimensions, making it possible to

increase the capability of computing paths according to user preferences. At

the moment this is done only in terms of shortest distance between source and

destination, but can also be achieved from the point of view of all CRN di-

mensions, allowing for optimizations of, e.g., maximum power output, cost and

throughput.
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Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks

Any sufficiently advanced

technology is indistinguishable from magic.

– Arthur C. Clarke

The main goal of the thesis was to advance a novel architectural solution for

efficient management of CRNs. The architecture is based on the use of a mid-

dleware with a common set of APIs, a number of overlay entities and a multi-

dimensional routing. Fundamental research challenges associated with the sug-

gested architecture are identified and investigated. Two important elements

of this architecture are the adapted MD-CAN data representation solution for

different CRN dimensions (e.g., frequency, power, code) and the CRN rout-

ing according to e2e goals. To achieve these goals, we first implemented an

algorithm for CAN (Cartesian space) construction to investigate and compare

different routing strategies through simulation. In addition, by extending the

concept and adopting a multi-reality CAN Cartesian topology representation of

the CRN space dimension, we show that the resilience to churn for the particular

CRN dimension can be improved.
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6.1 Future Work

Given that the CRN management architecture encompasses many difficult re-

search topics, many problems remain to be solved in the future such as sensing,

prediction, decision making, multi-constraint optimization (MCO) for e2e path

selection (an e2e route may involve crossing different spaces, e.g., geographical

space, frequency and power).

The advanced multi-reality approach will be further extended to use param-

eters from all CRN dimensions. In other words, this is about increasing the

capability of providing QoS guarantees for e2e goals in several cognitive radio

dimensions (e.g., maximum power output, cost, throughput). Analytical and

simulation models will be devised towards the performance evaluation and val-

idation of the suggested architecture, with a particular focus on the routing

mechanisms.

Another important topic for future work is related to the opportunistic chan-

nel access of secondary users with elastic traffic. When no more regions of the

spectrum are available, opportunistic available channels not used by the pri-

mary users should be shared by newly arriving CRDs (secondary users) for

data transfers. Thus far, the suggested architecture is mainly conceived for

a static or dynamic routing process with variations in the order of days and

hours down to minutes. However, for a more realistic approach, opportunistic

spectrum access also needs to be considered. As stated in Paper III, newly

arriving CRDs are bootstrapped by the SN of a particular CRN. The SN uses

spectrum sensing and information received from network members (CRDs) to

be aware of the opportunities in the surrounding area. Hence, newly arriving

CRDs wishing to join the CRN are primarily bootstrapped in static or dynamic

regions of the spectrum. On the other hand, in densely populated areas, va-

cant channels (white spaces) in the spectrum with static/dynamic holding times

may run out. In turn, this would prevent new CRDs from joining the CRN.

To avoid such situations, an opportunistic access to the CRN resources must

be allowed. Consequently, if no more white spaces are available, an arriving

CRD is instructed to contact a specific CRN member in an opportunistic man-

ner to receive service. The temporal framing for the opportunistic access is in
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the order of minutes down to seconds, meaning service can only be guaranteed

in this temporal framing. Subsequently, this demands for very dynamic rout-

ing algorithms able to take quick, local decisions by the affected CRD itself.

The routing must in this case be adapted to the particular conditions that ex-

ist at a specific time moment. The main challenges are thus to derive solutions

that encompass per-packet dynamic routing (also called self-aware routing) over

opportunistically available channels.
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Pseudocode for Paper IV

Algorithms 11, 12 and 13 show part of the procedures implemented at every

SN (responsible for a geographical area) for simulating single and multi-reality

data representations for the CRN space dimension. A brief description of the

functionality is presented at the beginning of every procedure. The procedure

call FindFreeZone(r), which is preceded by b ← CRNdomain and a dot,

indicates that an available resource needs to be located in the CRN domain

handled by the current SN. Given the complexity of the complete route compu-

tation algorithm and multi-reality functionality, only a basic illustration of the

operations is presented here.
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Algorithm 11: SN single and multi reality operations

1: main

2: bootstrap

3: Z,N ← CRNdomain.findFreeZone(r)

4: H ← route(S,D)

5: setNeighborNodes(b)

6: procedure main

7: Bootstrap and route.

8: Bootstrap . populate local CRN

9: Set churn percentage C

10: R← 10

11: while R 6= 0 do . until 10 communications done

12: S ← s . new source s

13: D ← d . new destination d

14: V ← Route(S,D) . reality nr if dest reached 0 otherwise

15: V s← V

16: Statistics array V s stores simulation results

17: end while

18: if t = 0 then . dest unreachable

19: return 0

20: else . dest reached

21: return 1

22: end if

23: end procedure
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Algorithm 12: SN single and multi reality operations (cont.)

1: procedure bootstrap

2: Bootstrap and populate CRN for local SN. Single or multi reality

3: space dimensions.

4: R← nrOfRealities . R gets number of used space realities

5: b← CRNdomain.FindFreeZone(r) . find opportunity in CRN

6: domain and primary space dimension reality for request r

7: if b < 0.5x and b < 0.5y then

8: C ← 1

9: end if

10: if b > 0.5x and b < 0.5y then

11: C ← 2

12: end if

13: if b < 0.5x and b > 0.5y then

14: C ← 3

15: end if

16: if b > 0.5x and b > 0.5y then

17: C ← 4

18: end if

19: R← b . node with request r and opportunity b is bootstrapped

20: R← R− 1

21: while R 6= 0 do . until all realities R are populated

22: a← 4

23: while a 6= 0 do

24: Q[a]← 1/4R . reality R is split into 4 quarters Q1−Q4

25: a← a− 1

26: end while

27: Q[C]← r . request r with same opportunity b is bootstrapped

28: to corresponding quarter C (of primary reality) in next reality R

29: R← R− 1

30: end while

31: setNeighborNodes(b) . update with neighbors of all realities

32: end procedure

33: procedure setNeighborNodes(b)

34: Inform neighbors to CRD occupying resource b of changes

35: end procedure

36: procedure findFreeZone(r)

37: Locate available resource in CRN domain

38: Collect its neighbors in the space dimension

39: Z ← SN [CRNdomain]

40: Find free zone Z in current SNs CRN domain

41: N ← Z[neighbors]

42: N gets the set of neighbors to free-zone Z

43: return Z,N

44: end procedure
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Algorithm 13: SN single and multi reality operations (cont.)

1: procedure route(S,D)

2: Route from source S to destination D

3: p← S . current node to route from is set to p

4: R← nrOfRealities . R gets number of used space realities

5: t← timeoutValue . set timeout value

6: H ← 0 . variable H initiated

7: while R 6= 0 do

8: t← countDownStart . initiate timeout counter

9: while D 6= n or t 6= 0 do . until dest reached or timeout

10: In reality R check neighbors n of current node p for dest D

11: p← n . new current node p

12: Select next hop n according to user preferences

13: end while

14: if t = 0 then . dest unreachable

15: V [R]← 0 . array V [R] stores 0 for unreachable dest

16: in reality R

17: else . dest reached

18: V [R]← nrOfHops . array V [R] stores nr of hops to

19: dest in reality R

20: if R < nrOfRealities then

21: if V [R] < V [R + 1] and V [R] and V [R + 1] 6=0 then

22: H ← R . variable H keeps reality with lowest

23: distance to dest. 0 kept if dest unreachable in all

24: end if

25: else

26: H ← R . primary reality with reachable dest is kept

27: end if

28: end if

29: R← R− 1

30: end while

31: return H

32: Variable H returns reality with shortest distance to dest

33: if dest unreachable in all realities 0 is returned

34: end procedure
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Today, an increasing amount of the functionality 
traditionally associated with stationary compu-
ters is moving into mobile devices. Furthermore, 
the number of applications that retrieve data 
via networks is increasing in view of the recent 
growth of video streaming to the browsers, 
further emphasizing the Quality of Experience 
(QoE) requirements of mobile users today. Ob-
viously, QoE demands are not necessarily con-
nected to the fact that the link is mobile, which 
puts significant QoS demands onto the mobile 
systems involved. Consequently, this requires 
mobile systems to be flexible and adaptable to 
meet the QoS demands and cope with dynamic 
operating environments. Additionally, the rapid 
migration towards wireless connectivity and the 
abundance of mobile devices has put even grea-
ter strain on current wireless access technology 
designs. The frequency spectrum is a limited re-

source and must be efficiently utilized to conser-
ve capacity and avoid overcrowding, particularly 
in densely populated areas. Hence, new wireless 
technologies and innovative architectural designs 
are needed to manage and to govern the wireless 
domain. The thesis is about combining the poten-
tial of Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) provi-
ded by Cognitive Radio (CR) with the scalability 
and fault tolerance capabilities demonstrated by 
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems. By combining these 
two technologies, we show that we can improve 
the resource utilization in crowded metropolitan 
areas to ensure service continuation between 
local mobile devices with minimal infrastructure 
requirements. The aim is to optimize the com-
munication between Cognitive Radio Devices 
(CRD) in a Cognitive Radio Network (CRN) ac-
cording to end-to-end (e2e) goals and user pre-
ferences.
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